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Volume 97 No. 218 In Our 97th Year 4 Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, September 13, 1976
Hijackers Face
Charges Today
NEW YORK (AP) — Five Croatian
nationalists, who apparently were
unarmed when they hijacked a Trans
World Airlines 727 jetliner, face air
piracy and possible murder charges
here in the 30-hour, trans-Atlantic
hijacking drama that brought terror to
the skies and death on the ground.
The hijackers, who demanded and
won wide publicity for their cause of
Croatian separation from Yugoslavia,




LEXING'ftitl. Ky. AP) —
Republican vice' presidential nominee
Robert Doie brought his campaign to
Lexington today, telling, a meeting of
the local Chamber of Commerce the
nation needs reforms of regulations by
government agencies.
Dole told some 300 people at the
meeting they must guard against "the
ever-encroaching federal govern-
ment."
Since 1930, Dole said, more and more
federal agencies have been created —
"conceived in good faith" — but they
have created "crisscrossing rules."
The result, Dole said, has been piles
of paperwork that stifle the economy.
He suggested the Ford
administration may bring before
Congress this year legislation that
would limit to four years various
government programs and force a
review of them at the end of that period.
Dole had planned a one-hour stop in
Lexington but expanded the visit.
After his address at the Chamber of
Commerce meeting he was to brief
Council of State Governments officials
on President Ford's revenue sharing
Program.
He then planned to mingle with
students at the University of Kentucky
student center and attend a private
luncheon before a mid afternoon
departure for Salt Lake City.
were returned to New York. They had
taken over the plane by threatening to
blow it up with what they said were
"explosives" wired to their bodies but
which turned out to be modeling clay.
The prisoners, four men and a
woman, were taken into custody by the
FBI at Kennedy Airport and held
overnight for arraignment today in U.S.
District Court in Brooklyn on air piracy
charges.
The offense carries a minimum 20-
year prison sentence, but if a death
results from the piracy, life im-
prisonment can be imposed.
Paris police said that just before they
gave up, the hijackers learned that a
policeman was killed and three others
injured in New York City while trying
to dismantle a bomb they had planted in
Grand Central Station in mid-
Manhattan.
The leader of the hijackers said they
were "proud" of what they had done.
French authorities said they had told
the hijackers they would be executed if
any passengers were harmed. They
said they gave them a_cheice of being
-sent eithei to- the -United- States or
Yugoslavia.
All 53 passengers still held hostage on
the hijacked plane were released
unharmed, and most of them also flew
back to the United States on Sunday.
Thirty-five passengers had been
released when the plane landed in
Gander, Newfoundland, early Satur-
day, the second stop in the hijacking
escapade.
The hijackers were identified by the
FBI as Zvonko Busic, 30, his wife
Julienne, 27, and Petar Matovic, 31, all
of New York City; Frane Pesut, 25, of
Cleveland; and Mark Vlasic, 29,
Stamford, Conn. The four men were
born in Yugoslavia and Mrs. Busic is a
native of Eugene, Ore., the FBI said.
Dist. Atty. Mario Merola of the Bronx
said he would seek first-degree murder
indictments against them from a grand
. jury in the policeman's death_ The
slaying of a police officer in the line of
duty is a capital offense in New York
State.
A spokesman for TWA said Sunday
night that officials were attempting to
find out whether Mrs. Busic had been
employed at one time as a stewardess
for the airline.
15 Per Copy One Section — 12 Pages
A good time was had by all at the picnic held for all city employes
at the city landfill Saturday afternoon. The event was hosted by Mayor
John E. Scott and Rex Billington served as chief cook along with em-
ployes of the Sanitation Department. The cooks served up fried fish and
all the trimmings as well as hot dogs for the city employes and their
families. Entertainment was provided by Larry Dunii and the Fire Moun-
tain group.
In the photo at upper left, Street-Sanitation Dept. Superintendent Lee
Bolen shows his talent as he sings and strums along with the band.
At upper right, Mayor Scott (second from left) demonstrates the
proper way to eat fried catfish. Others in the photo are Mrs. Scott (ex-
treme left), Bill Barker (right), superintendent of tht Murray Electric
System, and city councilman Melvin Henley.
In the photo at left, several of the older children utilize a portion of the
beautifully landscaped landfill for a softball game while two younger
boys do what they know best—just being boys.
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheoll
Marshall County Sheriff Does Ordway Hall
Not Want To Be 'Sheriff' Anymore Damaged By
Fire SundayBENTON, Ky. (AP) — Marshal]County Sheriff Jerry English doesn't
want to be a sheriff any more,
English, president of the Kentucky
Sheriffs' Association, isn't really
unhappy with his job, even though he
says he favors a proposal to strip
sheriffs of virtually all of their power.
It's just that English wants to be
called something else — perhaps a
county marshal] or maybe a CLE0,
which stands for chief law enforcement
officer.
There is method to this apparentl
Carter Meets With Wallace
As Ford Prepares First Foray
By JAMES H. RUBIN
Associated Press Writer
While President Ford is preparing for
his first official campaign foray outside
of Washington, Democratic challenger
Jimmy Carter is meeting with fellow
Southerner George C. Wallace as
Carter begins a tour of some Sunbelt
states.
Sunny and Warmer
Sunny and a few degrees warmer
today, high in the low and mid 80s. Fair
and cool again tonight, low in the mid
and upper 50s. Sunny and mild
Tuesday, high in the low and mid 80s.
Wednesday partly cloudy with a chance
of a shower.
Carter planned to appear in Bir-
mingham today with Wallace, once his
rival in presidential primaries, and the
Alabama governor is expected to give
Carter a strong endorsement.
Meanwhile, Ford will be in the public
eye today with billgning ceremonies.
One measure wolZd require about 50
federal boards to conduct most of their
business in public, while another
measure would protect livestock
producers against packing companies
that go bankrupt.
Presidential approval of these bills
ordinarily would be handled by routine
printed announcements, but today they
merit separate ceremonies in the White
House rose garden.
Carter launches a 12-state swing,
• •
HONOR BAND — One bright spot for local fans during the Murray Mate loss to Delta State was the superb per-
formance of the Murray High School Tiger Band during halftime. The Murray High Band, along with the Hopkinsyille
High School Band, were both selected as "Honor Bands" at MSU for this year. Both hands demonstrated their ex-
cellence during the halftime show. This photo shows the Murray High band during their finale.
Staff Photo by Barry Orc".
with stops today in Birmingham, Ala.,
Oklahoma City and Phoenix, Ariz.,
after spending the weekend at home in
Plains, Ga. Carter scheduled a fund-
raising dinner appearance tonight in
Phoenix for Rep. Morris K. Udall,
another former opponent.
He said he wants to remind voters
that his opponents in the Democratic
primaries this spring were calling him
the conservative in the field.
Attempting to counteract GOP
charges that he is a bigspending liberal,
Carter said he is stressing conservative
posi ions such as "balanced budgets,
strengthening local government.
maximum of personal privacy.
mininum of government secrecy and
that kind of thing."
trivia] concern with nomenclature.
English says he and the sheriffs'
association are supporting the creation
of either of the new titles in an effort to
circumvent the section of the Kentucky
Constitution that prohibits sheriffs
from succeeding themselves.
English says he doubts whether the
CLEO concept would be accepted in
large urban areas with large city and
county police departments.
However, he says he believes the
county marshal] idea, which might be
restricted to small counties, has a
better chance of success when the
General Assembly begins writing
legislation this fall implementing
Kentucky's new judicial article.
Under this proposal, English says,
counties would have a unified law
department led by a marshal], who
would have the same powers of the
sheriff but without the one term limit.
English says that under the marshall
system, law enforcement would
become more centralized in the
counties.
-With three or four different
departments in some counties,
everybody passes the buck, there's no
central record system and always a
problem of jurisdiction." he says.
English adds that removing the
prohibition on succession could add
some continuity to the office, and this,
in turn, might attract more qualified
job seekers for both the sheriff's and
the subsidiary positions.
"It's difficult to hire qualified
deputies," English says. "They have no
assurance of keeping their jobs if
they're on the wrong side of the
polical) fence when the next election
comes along."
Audubon Wildlife Series
Again Scheduled At MSU
Murray State University will once
again offer a look into nature through
photography as the 1976-77 Audubon
Wildlife Films series opens for a third
year Thursday. October 7.
Each of the five programs will' in-
clude a lecture by a naturalist and a
showing of a full length color motion
pnaictturure. featuring some aspect of
Florida's Everglades, vanishing
animal species and candid nature
scenes will highlight the lecture-film
series sponsored by the Murray State
University Department of Biological
Sciences and made available by the
National Audubon Society.
'Stefan A. Kling opens the series on
Oct. 7 by sharing his love for wildlife,
plants and travel and presenting a look
at southern Florida's Everglades —
"The Vanishing Eden."
Wildlife photographer Burdette E.
White will focus on endangered species
in his film on "Vanishing American
Wildlife" set for Oct. 28
On Dec. 15 Richard Kern will reveal
the "Hidden Worlds of the Big Cypress
Swamp" in his second major film on the
Florida wetlands.
The candid side of nature can be seen
when Karl Maslowski, a nature
columnist for the Cincinnati Enquirer,














Deaths & Funerals 12
Wrapping up the 1976-77 series will be
Harry Pederson, who captures the
behavior of deep sea reef animals in the
Bahamas for a film entitled "The
Bahamas-Top to Bottom" to be shown
April 27.
Starting time for each program, open
to the general public at no admission
charge, is 7 p. m. in the Student Canter
Auditorium, formerly the University
School Auditorium.
Anyone desiring further information
should contact Dr. M. D. Hassell,
Department of Biologieal Sciences,
Murray State University, Murray, KY°.
42071, phone 502) 762-2786.
A fire of unknown origin broke out in
Ordway Hall on the Murray State
campus early Sunday morning.
the fire was discovered around 4 a,rn.
by MSU secruity officers, Sgt. Hardy
Kelso and officer Judy Hamar. The two
were on routine patrol when they saw
flames through a second floor window.
The Murray Fire Department
responded to the alarm and ex-
tinguished the blaze in about 30
minutes.
No official estimate of the damage
has been determined. The fire was
confined to a combined mechanical-
storage area on the second floor. There
was some smoke anii water damage to




The Murray Area Vocational
Education Center, DECA Chapter, will
begin contacting persons throughout
the community in an effort to raise
funds to support their many activities
and projects of the Center.
DECA members will be taking orders
for individually wrapped sour balls
available in a one pound bag or a ten
ounce decorative glass decanter in
their house to house calls. The candy
will be ideal for Halloween candy and
may be paid for when delivered, a
chapter spokesman said.
Any persons not contacted in the
house calls may call 753-1870 to place
their order for the candy, said DECA
members.
SENIOR CITIZENS QUILT — Max Parker was the winner of a quilt ge. en
away in conjunction with the Rock-A-Thon, held in Murray recently. The
quilt was made by the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens, and tickets
were sold on the quilt for donations. Mrs. Verona Grogan, Murray Senior
Citizens director, left, and Mrs. Linda Carter, of the Murray Quota Club,
drew the winning ticket at the Murray State football game Saturday night.
Staff Photo by Mike Brandon




; Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bennett of Almo Route One will
telebrate their 50th wedding anniversary with a reception
from two to four p. m. on Sunday, September 19, at the new
Peoples Bank recreational room on U. S. Highway 691 North,
Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to call during the af-
oon hours.
e The couple has two sons, Charles Bennett of Hardin and
Dwain Bennett of Alma Routene.—and twtidawAters, Mrs.
Jack I Norma ) Glover and Mrs. Jerry Don (Shirley) Tucker,
both of Alm° Route One. Another daughter, Mrs. j. B. ( Louise)
Starks, died in May of FA.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennet have nine grandchildren who are
Stevie and Kevin Bennett, Ricky and Ginger Bennett, Terry
and Roger Tucker, Mrs. Barry (Rhonda) Murphy, Mrs. Terry
( Beverly ) Turner, and Phil Starks. Three great grandchildren
are Shan Bennett and Rodney and Tina Murphy.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Bennett
Dr. Glen Wilcox Speaker
For Delta Department
The Delta Department of
the Murray Woman:s Club
met September 7, at 6:30 p. in.




the speaket Ofthe eVetiing; Dr.
Glen Wilco, who spoke on
"Southern Harmony." Dr.
Wilcox gave a brief history of
Singing Schools that began in
America in the 1700's. He gave
a hand-out on A Kentucky
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League of Women Voters
will meet at United Campus
Ministry at eight p.m. with
Stephen Zea, city planner, as
speaker.
Calloway County Band
Boosters Club will meet at the
band room of Calloway County
• High School at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
seven p.m. at the senior youth
room of the church.
Folk Heritage: FASOLA and
The Southern Harmony and
led the group in singing the
hymns.
Mrs. Edwin C. Strohecker,
chairman conducted the
business meeting and called
for a moment of silent prayer
in memory of Mrs. George Ed
Overby Sr. She welcomed two
new members to the Depar-
tment: Dr. Lou McCain and
Miss Louise Swann. .
Hostesses were: Mrs. A. C.
Sanders, Mrs. Dwight Crisp,
Mrs. Ronald Churchill, Mrs.
Loren Adams, Miss Rubie
Smith, Mrs. Clinton Rowlett
and Mrs. Raymond Dixon.
According to folklore, a ring
worn on the forefinger is sup-
posed to indicate a naughty
person, on the long finger a
dignified one, on the marriage
finger an affectionate one,
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Murray Woman's Club will
have a salad supper at 6:30
p.m. at the club house.
Middle School PTO will
assemble in the auditorium at
seven p.m. followed by an
open house and refreshments.
Recovery Inc. will meet at
7:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church.
Euzeltan Class of First
Baptist Church will meet at
noon and Bethany Class at six
p.m., both at Fellowship Hall
of the church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 6:30 p.m. for a
potluck soppys and book study
by Bro. Marshall Mines.
Woodmen of World Rangers
and Rangerettes will meet at
six p.m. at the Municipal
Parking lot to go for a skating
party until nine p.m.
American Legion Post 329
will meet at the regular time.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Clyde Miller at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, September 14
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New
Providence with Wanda
Osborn and Coldwater with
Mrs. Charles Dan Bazzell,
both at one p. in., and Coun-
tryside at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a. In.
Lydian Class of First
Baptist Church will meet at
seven p. M. at the Fellowship
Hall of the Church.
Murray High Band Boosters
Club will meet at the band
room at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for Senior Citizens.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at Triangle Inn at noon.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. John
Quertermous for a potluck
luncheon at eleven a. m. and
IV with Mrs. Kent Forrester
at 7:30 p. in.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Wougo win meet as
follows: H *MI Mrs. Edgar
Morris at ten a. In. and III
with Mrs. E. C. Jones at two p.
m.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet with Judy
Smotherman.
Freed-Hardeman Asso-
ciates will meet at
University Church of Christ
.„Aripetat seven p. m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows: Alice Waters with
Mrs. W. W. Alford, Panorama
Shores, Bessie Tucker at
church parlor, and Maryleona
Frost with Mrs. Johnny
Walker, 1602 Sunset Drive, all
at 9:30 a. m., and Faith Doran




University Women will have a
potluck supper in the home
economics department of
applied science building,
Murray State University, at
six p. in. Visitors invited.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet with Bobbie
Burkeen at 1:30 p.m.
Wednesday, September 15
Wadesboro HomemakerN
Club will meet with Bett)
Palmer at 1-30 p.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. in. at Gleason Hall.
St. John's Episcopal Church
Women will meet with Joanne
Brun at 7:30p.m.
Wednesday, September 15
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have it.4
annual luncheon at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church at twelve
noon.
Murray Area Council of
International Reading
Association will meet at four





By Abigail Van Buren
r 1976 tw cheese TrIbura Sr ewe. Syne Inc
DEAR READERS: I recently said my last goodby to
one of the dearest, most gentle and soft-spoken gentlemen
I've ever known—David Brodkey. He was also my
Irother-uilav—I,Thaving -been married forWin*--alt.years to
my sister, Helen, the eldest land prettiest) of the four
Friedman girls.
Dave spent his 66th birthday in the hOspital, fighting a
losing battle against lung cancer. He° Was lucky(?). He
went fast. Three months.
You're wondering, "Did he smoke?" Like a chimney!
Dave had been a three-pack-a-day man for over 45 years.
Didn't he have periodic checkups and chest X-rays? He
did, but nothing showed up in his X-rays until he went into
the hospital for minor surgery for something totally
unrelated to the cause of his death.
Oh, Dave had a "touch of" emphysema and a "little
heart warning" a few years back, so why didn't his
DOCTOR insist that he quit smoking then? Because his
doctor also smoked heavily.
I know that God gives us life, and God takes it away,
but I can't help feeling that this beautiful man could have
lived many more years had he not become addicted to
tobacco. And addicted he was'
His craving for nicotine was almost as enslaving as
heroin to a junky or alcohol to an alcoholic.
Times without number he would develop a cough and try
to "taper off." lif.1 would then allow himself only 10
cigarettes a day. But after he'd smoked his limit, he'd
"bum" an extra cigarette or two, and soon he'd be back to
the old routine. (He often said, "1 don't really SMOKE
them, I just light them, and they.. burn in the ashtray.")
Being a natural "reformer," over the years 1 sent Dave
every stop-smoking gimmick and gadget I came across. He
tried them all, but none of them worked for him.
How come some people smoke up a storm and live to be
100? I don't know. (Maybe they build up an "immunity"
to nicotine.) And how come some people who have nev er
smoked develop lung cancer? I don't know the answer to
that, either. But I do know that an overwhelming
percentage of those who develop lung cancer and heart
disease have been heavy smokers.
Not everyone who develops lung cancer dies from it.
Some are lucky enough to survive surgery and live with
one lung (for example, a former heavy smoker, that lovable
redhead, Arthur Godfrey) Others have had laryngectomies
(the severing of the vocal chords), after which the patient
learns to "talk" by swallowing air and "belching" it up
into audible sounds. (The handsome veteran actor, Bill
Gargan, another notoriously heavy smoker, has lived with
this for many years.)
I have devoted a great deal of space in my column to the
evils of smoking. (Perhaps more than some of my smoking
readers have found tolerable.) I've also frequently needled
those who inflict their habit on innocent non-smokers. (I'm
informed there is now substantial evidence that breathing
secondhand tobacco fumes is almost as damaging to the
lungs as is smoking the weed itself.)
It's too late for my brother-in-law, and for countless
thousands who couldn't break the nicotine habit, but will
you do yourself (and me) a favor? If you don't
smoke—PLEASE don't start. And if you DO smoke, don't
quit trying to quit until you've won! I love you.
ABBY
Everyone has a problem What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
REWARD
Eat the food that won the West.





 coot over to Jerry's every Wednesday
night for the food the West loved
best.
Choose from two sizes Of choice steak
Barbecue chicken Of beef. Smoked sau
sage and beans And spaciel Kidstuff.
After you've eruoyed the good things to
rst, you may win a prize lo keep. Like a
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes Register










Mr. and Mrs. Glen Crawford





. Their sons and daughters,
Roger, Jackie and Colleen
Wilkerson, and Mrs. Steven T.
Gustafson and their families
honored the couple with a tea
on September 11, from two
until five o'clock, at the Union
Hall on East Water Street in
Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkerson
were married September 15,
1951, in Mayfield.
Mrs. Wilkerson is the
daughter of Noah and
Katherine McBee of Cottage
Grove, and Mr. Wilkerson is




NEW YORK (AP) — Chil-
dren can be fitted successfully
with soft contact lenses at any
age, reports Dr. John S. Her-
mann, a pediatric ophthalmo-
logist and director of motor
anemones (eye muscle prob-
lems) at New York Eye and
Ear Infirmary.
"Soft contact lenses require
careful handling and daily dis-
infecting," says Dr. Hermann,
"but in my experience properly
moevated_ II-year-olds are re-
sponsible enough to care for
soft contact lenses. Before tha•
age, it takes the intelligent con-
cern of a devoted parent to in-
sert and care for the child's
lenses. However, we even have
a few 5-year-olds who handle
and care for them.
"Contact lenses give the de-
veloping child a full field of vi-
sion plus the same cosmetic
and psychological benefits they
offer adults. This is an impor-
tant consideration for children





Henson And Culp Vows To
Be Solemnized On Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Leamon Henson of Benton Route Eight an-
-flounce the approaching marriage of their oldest daughter,
Kendra Sue, to Phillip M. Culp, son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Harlon Culp.
The vows will be read on Friday, September 17, at seven
p.m. at the Union Hill Church of Christ. A reception will follow
in the basement of the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend as only out of
town invitations are being sent.
Miss Henson is a graduate. of South Marshall High School
and is now employed by the York Spring Company at Aurora.
Mr. Culp, a graduate of Benton High School and Lourdes
Hospital School of Radiologic Technology, is now employed by
the Benton Municipal Hospital, Benton, as an x-ray technician.
Unit Cost
Compare unit costs of
products when shopping.
Some stores have already
Enured this out for you and
placed it on a label under thP
item. You'll sometimes be
surprised that the large size is




Mrs. Morris Prescott of
Murray has been dismissed







Everything is the store
at 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%
and even 50% off
Get your Christmas G11 f5 Early




under clingy knits, dresses, spor-
tswear.- These are super sleek
stretchies and firm super-
comfortably. Lots of brands, lots
of stretch, lots of colors.
LITT N'S










New books at the Calloway
County Public Library include
the following:
THE FOUR-COLORED
HOOP, by M. M. B. Walsh.
Putnam.
Mildred Shoots-Eagle, born
into a peaceful and prosperous
tribe, learns about the White
Man's cruelty early in life
when her village is destroyed
and the survivors are herded
onto a harsh reservation.
BREAKING THROUGH TO
EACH OTHER, by Jesse
Nirenberg. Harper.
Dr. Nirenberg, an industrial
psychologist, shows how to use
persuasion as a method of
changing each other's
thinking to conform to reality.
THE TAIISMAN, by John
Godey. Putnam.
The 'author of "The Taking
of Pedlarn One, Two, Three,"
weaves an adventure in
which a small band of ex-
radicals executes a dramatic
"caper" that stuns the entire
nation.
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Howe. Scribner.
This book covers not only
the history of Deerfield
Embroidery but illustrates the
patterns, explains the stitches
and tells how to reproduce the
colors of the vegetable dyes.
GALVESTON, by Suzanne
Morris. Doubleday.
To Galveston, an island in
the Gulf of Mexico, comes
Claire Becker, a woman who
has married a man she does
not love and is living out a lie
destined to affect many people
on a peaceful shadowed street
named Avenue L.
AMERICAN ART, 1750-1800.
New York Grapich Society.
This well-illustrated book
contains an overview of the
arts and crafts in America
during the time when the
colonies were moving toward
independence, both politically
and culturally.
THE GEISHA DIARY, by
Ken Noyle. Putnam.
In an ancient Japanese
teahouse in Kyoto, a young
American writer, emotionally
distraught by his separation
from his wife, becomes ob-
sessed with Minori, a young
geisha. Is she real or a




Mr. and Mrs. John C. Wise
of Murray Route Eight are the
parents of a baby girl, Tara
Lynn, weighing six pounds
and twelve ounces, born on
Friday, August 20, at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The father is self employed
as an !gent of Northwestern
Mutual Life in Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Robert Wise
Hardin and Mr. and Mr
H. Hodges of Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Jimmie Don Leach of










The 1976-77 officers of the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club are (left
to right), Myrtle Douglas, first vice-chairman; Zula Sykes, treasurer Sophie Sagrera,
secretary; Doris Cella, chairman and Billie Hall, second vice-chairman, Not pictured is
Ruth Wilson, chaplain.
Garden Department Has Luncheon
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club
met on Thursday, September
2, for a luncheon and business
session. Mrs. Doris Cella,
Chairman, presided.
The invocation was given by
Mrs. Artie Morris. ----- --
Mrs. Rosanna Miller, Mrs.









Baby Boy Harrell Mother
Jerilaine), 1801 Gatesboro,
Murray, Baby Girl Greer
(Mother Marie), Rt. 3,
Murray. ,
DISMISSALS
Charles Cella, 1608 Plain-
view, Murray, Mrs. Shirley
Vaughn, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Sharon Phillips, Rt. 3, Box 6,
Benton, Miss Auden Bynum,
Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs. Joyce
Youngblood and Baby Boy,
Rt. 7, Box 127 A., Mayfield,
Mrs. Emma Rhea, 407 E. 12th
St., Benton, Mrs. Teresa
Nash, 1116 Chick.saw Rd.,
Paris, Tenn., Miss Linda
Cunningham, Rt. 7, Box 11,
Murray, Ms. Helen Garrett,
1607 Dodson, Murray, Homer
England, 809 Broad, Murray,
Thomas Emerson, Rt. 7, Box
6, Murray, Mrs. Freda
Broach, 605 Elm St., Murray,
Raymond Jackson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Ralph Richerson

























Uncle Jeff's Murray, Ky.
Sept. 15 & 16
Wednesday & Thursday
11:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
The Year To Remember With A Portrait
Among the business
discussed was the depart-
ment's participation in
helping to beautify the city
park. The members voted to
accept as a project the lan-
dscaping and upkeep of the
area around the sign at the
entrance to the park.
Others projects passed by
the members were the con-
tinuation of supplying flowers
weekly to the Convalescent
Division and the continuing
support of the adult gardening
program at the Com-
pr,hensive Care Center.
It was announced by Myrtle
Douglas that the October
meeting will, be a field trip to
Brandon Springs in Land
Between the Lakes. Included
on the program for that day is
a nature walk. Lunch will be
served.
Your Individual Horoscope r
Frances Drake -d-,1si5
16k.
FOR TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 1876
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Aag, 20) "174
You shOuld have no trouble
carrying out necessary
requirements, but this is no
time to take on "extras" or to
scatter energies. In general,
stick to routine.
TAURUS
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Look for the -loopholes" that
trick needlessly; be alert to
misrepresentation; sift
carefully for U-uths. Once sure
you are on the right track, make
your moves — confidently.
GEMINI
I May 22 to June 21) n01 -
Good influences! Activities
should be handled evenly so as
not to lap over too much in any
direction. Start with a suitable
tempo and maintain it.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) ISO
Tact and the utmost
discretion needed now. Your
approach to others will be most
important. In all situations.
display good sportsmanship
LEO n .
( July 24 to Aug. 23) 0.064^.,.-.
Face realities and correct
deficiencies in your schedule as
promptly as possible. Don't
wait for snags to appear. A
thorough study of details
needed.
VIRGO
WPk1i Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Stellar aspects not entire?%
friendly. Much will depend up,
your adaptability, vrillingnes:
to alter plans and pe.
ceptiveness. Don't follow fah-.
leads.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Endurance and stability
needed. Be ready for changes.
Don't make unnecessary .ones,
but accept those which are
desirable. Alertness and self-
mastery will be important.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) — yr/Yr
Familiar matters favored
rather than new ventures. You
may encounter tense feelings in
some areas. Keep your balance
and look at the bright side.
SAGITTARIUS • ev
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Before you take off in any
direction, wait long enough to
carefully gather necessary data
and DO keep your wits about
you.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 201 dTt
If not making the progress
you should, stop, investigate,
ask questions and, if necessary,
retrace your steps. Much can be
done to step up advancement
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21, to Feb. 19) "":", '''°'
Bright new opportunities
indicated. Rewards may not be
immediate, but day can be
more than just satisfying, and
can lead to bigger returns soon.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
W. H. Lawrence of Hazel




Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
Review the inner forces that
drive you. Are you sure you are
on the right course? Day's in-
fluences call for better-than-
average effort.
YOU 'BORN TODAY are
roundly alented, especially
lean toward things artistic,
scientific and intellectual. You
have fine business,, acumen,
however, and should you choose
commerce as a career, would
be highly successful at it. In this
-case, however, you will be
almost certain to choose one of
the arts or sciences as a
"second career" — and make it
pay. You have an engaging
personality and make friends
easily, but must be careful not
to antagonize them by being
overexacting and intolerant
when they do not live up to your
lofty standards. Natives of this
Virgoan sector are noted for
their meticulousness, pur-
posefulness, love of order and
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Two Tie For Medalist In Ladies Golf
At Club Here & Line-ups Are Listed
Phyllis Kain was golf
hostess for Ladies Day Golf
held Wednesday, September 8,
at the Murray Country Club.
Jerelene Sullivan and
Phyllis Kain tied for medalist
and Evelyn Jones had low net
in the championship flight.
First flight winner was
Toni Hopson with Cathryn
Garrott carding low net.
Low gross was won by Lou
Doran in the second flight and
Louise Lamb had low net.
Third flight winner was
Rowena Cullom and runner-up
was Kitty Freeman.
Billie Cohoon won low gross
In the fourth flight.
Diane Villanova will serve
as golf hostess for Wednesday,




9:40 a.m. Phyllis Kain,
Evelyn Jones, Jerelene
Sullivan, and Betty Lowry.
9:35 a.m. Betty Stewart,
Veneta Sexton, Betty Jo
Purdoni, and Margaret
Shuffett.
9:30 a.m. Frances Hulse,
Carol Hibbard, Euva Mitchell,
and Sue Morris.
First flight:
9:25 a.m. Toni Hopson, Nell
Roach, Cathryn Garrott, and
Sue Costello.




9:10 a.m. Edith Garrison,
Lou Doran, Louise Lamb, and
Faira Alexander.
9:00 a.m. Nancy Fandrich,
Dorothy Fike, Jean Doxsee,
and Beverly Spann.
Third flight, Tee No. 4:
9:10 a.m. Norma Frank,
Judy Muehleman, and
Rebecca Irvan.
9:00 a.m. Rowena Cullom,
Chris Graham, Miry Watson,
and Kitty Freeman,.
Fourth flight, Tee No. 7:
9:10 a.m. Lorraine
Maggard, Jennie Hutson,
Juliet Wallis, and Ruth
Wilson.




requested that persons in the
lineups who are unable to play
to call her before the day of
play, and anyone not listed in
the lineup who desires to play
to come at 9:00 a.m. and be
paired at the tee.
Western hemlock is ideal for
cabinetry and other lim*h work
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llotwosn 7 a.m. & 5 p.m.
Jane Brewer - Director
C'
Holding down health care
costs isn't impossible.
But it isn't easy either.
There's no easy solutionrfo the problem of rising health care
costs, because there's no single, easy-to-eliminate cause.
Higher costs are a result of atomplex mixture of factors,
including inflation, higher wages, the hospital and professional
liability issue, increased use of healthcare services, improved
but costlier surgical techniques and medical treatment.
Some higher costs are unavoidable. But,lat Blue Cross and
Blue Shield of Kentucky, we're working to help hold down
costs.
We work with doctors and hospitals to help the Ind ways
to contain costs.
We keep a close watch on doctor and hospital bills to See
that they remain .within acceptable guidelines.
-4- And we support community health planning. This is an
important tool in planning appropriate care while avoiding
expensive duplication and unnecessary facilities and services.
You can help too. Don't ask for admission to the hospital
unless your doctor says it's medically necessary. Perhaps
.you can get the treatment you need on an outpatient basis.
If you are admitted to the hospital, don't stay any longer than
necessary.
It's not going to be easy, but, working together, we-san




mail coupon today to see








Employed by (Company Nara*? 
Company Address 
I am a Blue Cross and Blue Shield member,
Certificate No 
0 Interested in improving my benefits
0 Getting married
ern interested in
o The NongrouP Program
0 The Medicarp SUPPlement Program0 Forming an employee group
0 The Student Program
o 1250.000 Maio. Medical Coverage
Farm Bureau Members. Please See Your Farm Bureau Agent
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( EDITOR'S NOTE: The following poem was written by 12-
year-old Melissa Mercer, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Mercer of Birmingham, Ala. The Mercers are former
'residents of Murray and Melissa's grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Mercer, still live here.)
KENTUCKY
A frog is heard in the distance
Two whipporwills call to each other
c.A fish flopped, once or twice,
And has not done it since.
The sun mounts the silk-blue steps in the sky,
That reach above the clouds,
With each footstep up the lone b,
A footprint of gold, red, purple Oink is panted on the sky.
The deep buzzing of the willowflys,
Along with the feeding fish,
Awakes me from my slumber,
And there my secret world lies.
I walk the quiet shores of the lake.
As coons and deer run from my sight, I know I am where I
belong,
Kentucky, Kentucky Lake.
As I go to the road, a wood thrush stops to preen,
And a silky nylon stocking snake slithers o'er my path.
The road is like no other road,
The dust is like gold powder upon the powder puff of the
queen.
As I stroll along my dusty trail.
I spy a shiney blackberry.
Its small black kernels,
Gleam like crystal, small and frail.
A sleepy turtle walks down the road to find a meal,
Or a place to sun.
I wonder if he feels it too,
The way I seem to feel.
•
His legs pull partly in, as if he were lame,
And he settles for a rest.
I see a bright green meadow,
And joitt him at his game.
I feel the sun on my back dance and leap,
And it seems to sing a lullaby,
With its dancing, glowing rays.
Soon, I too am asleep.
When I awake, I look about,
But my rock-like friend has left.
The sun is descending down the silk-blue steps again
To go to his nightly route.
I do not long for neon lights,
Or noisy city streets,
Just miles and miles of rippling, endless blue,
And the call of my friends, the animals, at night.
As I walk back to my cottage I know,
My fondest memories are of Kentucky,
I will never forget it.
My home, the only true home I will ever know.
Melissa Mercer
The Murray_ Ledger At_Times
The Murray ledger !I Times is
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By S. C. Van Curon
While there are still a hit of un-
answered questions about Kentucky's
new judieial system - principally, how
much it is going to cost-one thing seems
clear, the position of judge of the newly-
formed Kentucky Court of Appeals is a
popular one.
Early this summer, 42 attorneys
sought appointment to the 14-member
intermediate appellate court by Gov.
Julian Carroll. Under the constitutional
amendment approved by the voters last
year, the Governor selected members
of the new Court of Appeals under
specific guidelines to serve until the
November electiont. The judges
elected in November will complete
eight year terms that began January 1
of this year.
The 14 appeals judges appointed by
Gov. Carroll from the original 42 names
submitted to him are all seeking
election. Only four of them, however,
have no opposition in November, and
several of the new judges are facing
substantial challenges before they have
had the chance to hand down their first
decisions.
 In fact, the 10Court of Appeals judges
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 13, the 257th
day of 1976. There are 109 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1788, the U.S. Con-
stitutional Convention authorized the
first national election in the United
States.
On this date —
In 1759, during the French and Indian
War, the British defeated the French on
the Plains of Abraham overlooking.
Quebec.
In 1814, Francis Scott Key was
detained aboard a British warship
bombarding Fort McHenry, near
Baltimore. The next morning he wrote
-The Star Spangled Banner."
In 1943, Chiang Kai-shek' became
president of China.
In 1954, Maine elected its first
Democratic governor in 20 years,
Edmund Muskie.
In 1955, West Germany and the Soviet
Union established diplomatic relations.
In 1960, Republican presidential
nominee Richard Nixon said the
American people would accept
Democratic nominee John -Kennedy's
Roman Catholic faith 'Without any
further questioning.
Ten years ago: B.J. Vorster was
elected prime minister of South Africa
and the consensus was that he would
swing that country -still farther to the
right.
Five years ago: Nine hostages and 28
convicts were killed when New York
state police stormed Attica Prison to
put down a four-day rebellion.
One year ago: The Defense Depar-
tment deferred a planned 8,000-man
reduction in support troops in West
Germany on grounds that it would
weaken U.S. strength in Europe.
Today's- birthddy. Actress Claudette
Colbert is 71 years old.
Thought for today: Repetition does
not transform a lie into a truth —
President Franklin Roosevelt.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago, a resolution by the
Massachusetts Legislature ordered
- one-fifth of the state militia, not yet





With the loosening of our
social mores involving in-
eimacies and with the utsweig in
sexual activity among our
population during the last 20
years, the demand for prostitutes
-might have been expected to
decrease.
Instead, prostitution is a thnv-
mg profession its annual income
- c,wmil our nation is estunated toNange from $7 billion to 10
on
Reeently, Frida Surawicz,
MD, titofe preasor pay-
- chiatry at University of Ken-
tucky School of Medicine in Lex-
- ingtze, cothinented that prostine
taxi in the United States is "a tre-
mendously lucrative butanes"
According to her, the number
of part-time and full-time prosti-
tutes in our country is thought to
be between 250,000 and SCAM.
Their fee are high. ranging
front $50 to $100 an hour, POO for
an all-night visit. MO for a
weekend, and $750 plus expenses
for a week. Theme figures are
based on the findings of a New
rot-it veistigator
By F J U Blasingarne. M rt
A study of prostituticn in our
nation has been made during the
last seven years by a husband-
and-wife team, Samuel Janis.
PhD., clinical meant professor
of psychiatry at New York Medi-
cal College, and Barbara Bess
MD, a psychiatrist_ Their reiport
to a recent meeting of the Amer-
ican Psychiatric Assciation was
summarized in Medical World
News. The team's uterest began
when some prostitutes came for
treatment aid late introduced
additional colleagues. Through
thee and other sources, the doc-
tors gained factual data about
prnatitution.
Prostitutes indicated that 00
per cent of their mobsters are
married men, classified as
"habitual," "occasional," or
"compulsive" The majority in-
clude federal and state officials,
some of whom are senators, con-
gressmen, judges, and others, as
well as "power limiters" and
seruor executive& Clients often
provide prostitute to get bias-
or political favors.
Mast of the nieetusgs wax a
the call girfs apartment, fewer
in hotels, and a limited number
at other sat The priatitutes are
occasionally harassed by the
police and have to move to new
locations. The government
allows prostitution to contuse
because it is wanted.
Prostitutes are exposed to
venereal and other disease, and
these are perpetual problems for
the medical profession,
especially the public health offi-
cial According, to Dr Surawicz.
prostitution is a "deplorable
situation" Overall, the hazards
are great, and the rewards are
limited.
Q. Mrs D. S. has been reading
that Lassa fever is a dangerous
disease, and she asks for infor-
mation and comment.
A Laws fever is an acute,
rare disease that is often fatal It
is caused by an exceptionally
virulent virts. The illness often
begins with a sore throat.
headadie, general aching, high
fever, toxic faith and joint pains.
The inbUtil and throe rosy later
show ulceration& The virus a
resinant to medicines
The disease is more often seen
in Africa (cases have occurred
recently in England and
Canada). Less fever is =-
Wags and rewires solauon to
avoid transfer of the virus to
other person&
Q. Mrs P.M wants to know if it
is unfair to put the burden of
family decisions on children in a
bane.
A. It a generally preferable to
involve the children in family
decisions Their opinions should
be scught and discueed, but the
responsibility for the rued deci-
sion should rest with the parents
It a important that family rules
be carried (Si consistently and
fairly. Discussion and reason are
better educational vehicles than
anger and punishment. Dis-
cipline can often be effective
through withdrawal of pri-
vileges
with opposition are confronted by a
total of 20 challengers. The two judges
from Jefferson County and Louisville,
Boyce Martin and Joseph Eckert, have
respectively five and four candidates
arrayed against them. Martin was
recently chosen by the full court as its
chief judge.
The only judges assured of full terms
on the new court are Roy Vance of
Paducah, John D. White of Manchester,
Elijah M. Hogge of Morehead and
Harris Howard of Prestonsburg.
The other 10 appellate judges and
their opponents are going to have to go
to the people and convince them they
merif. a term on Kentucky's second
highest court.
This, in itself, is beneficial for the
new judges and the new courts system.
Polls taken before the constitutional
amendment was put before the elec-
torate/est year revealed far too many
citizens lack faith in the judicial
process and believe judges have little
accountability for their actions.
There are these who contend that
campaigning for a seat on the bench is
demeaning to the judge and the jud- Army Private Teddy L. Sims has
ciary ; That state judges should be--completed a wheeled vehicle mechanic
appointed in much the same manner as ..„ courseat Fort Jackson, S. C.
federal judges are appointed by the
President with consent of the Congress.
Politics, it is argued, should not
become a part of the process of justice.
No One-can argue against that idea, of
course, but as long as judicial elections
are nonpartisan, the people should have
as direct a voice in picking the men and
women who interpret the laws as they
have in these who make and administer
them.
In theory if not in practice, our three
branches of government - executive,
legislative and judicial - stand equally
before the people. It is good that the
revamped courts system in the state
and the $37,000 a year salary has at-
tracted enough candidates this year so
that the voters of Kentucky will have an
opportunity to make choices in
November when it is time to pick the
new Court of Appeals.
111EARTUIN




On behalf of the members of the
Murray Quota Club and the Murray
Calloway County Senior Citizens,
please accept our thanks for the out-
standing publicity for the Rock-A-Thon.
It was only with the excellent method
of letting the people know that the event
was such a success.
You are a very kind and gracious





HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. U you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: Could you please tell
me who is covered under the CHAM-
PVA program? — R. K.
ANSWER: CHAMPVA is medical
and hospital insurance for a veteran
and his dependefits if the veteran has a
permanent and total service-connected
disability. It also covers his surviving
dependents if he dies as a result of his
service-connected disability.
HEARTLINE: I have been having
pats in my back for the last few weeks.
I went to my doctor and he told me to
10 Years Ago
Deaths reported include George
Elinere, Jr,, DillardMcCuiston, age 82,
Stanley McDougal, age 80, E. J.
( Daddy ) Trail, age 93, Mrs. Jeanette
Davenport, age 83, Mrs. George -H.
Thomson, and Mrs. Ruth Merle
Wallace, age 40.
Bro. Thomas Fortner is the new
pastor of the Emmanuel Missionary
Baptist Church.
Dennis Joe Ward will preach
tomorrow night at St. John's Baptist
Church. He will enter American Baptist
College, Nashville, Term., this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gingles of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dulaney of
Atlanta, Ga., have returned home after




Ten indictments were returned by the
September Grand Jury in its report to
Judge H. H. Lovett, Sr., today.
Walter Lee Steeley, Bobby Meador,
Jimmy Thompson, Wayne Ezell,
Preston Barrett, Ralph Oliver, Billy
Mayfield, Jerry Hale, and Charles
Outland of Murray Training School
FFA won honors at the Kentucky State
Fair at Louisville.
George E. Dismore, age 81, died
August 29 at Paducah.
Births reported include a boy,
Prentice Larry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Mason Lilly on August 26.
Mrs. Dan Hutson presented a
humorous program on "A Trip to
Louisville" at the potluck nipper held
at Kenlake State Park by the Sigma





put a hot water bottle on it. This
reduced the pain in my back quite a bit."
Will this be covered by Medicare since
my doctor recommended it? — M. H.
ANSWER: No, hot water bottles are
not covered by Medicare.
For anyone having trouble un-
derstanding the Medicare program,
Heartline has developed a book on
Medicare called "Heartline's Guide to
Medicare." This book is in easy to
understand question and answer form,
large easy to read print, and it covers
the entire Medicare program. The book
was developed to help Medicare
recipients to better understand the
Medicare program.
To order a copy, send $1.50 to\ -
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. The book is completely
guaranteed and if you are not satisfied,
send the book back and your money will
be refunded. Please allow 30 days for
delivery.
HEARTLINE: I am 53 years old and I
have worked more than 13 years under
Social Security, but I am now unem-
ployed. If! do not find any work, will I
still be eligible for my Social Security
retirement at age 62?—L.D.
ANSWER; Once you become eligible
for Social Security retirement benefits,
then there is no way this can be taken
away from you, regardless of how
manyyears you did not work before you
became eligible.
HEARTLINE: I am retired and
receiving a Federal Civil Service an-
nuity. I want to know if there is a
decrease in the cost of living, will my
check decrease aLso? _
ANSWER: There is no provision in
the Retirement Law to decrease an-
nuity checks should there be a decrease
in the cost of living.
HEARTLINE: Are there any
countries that a person cannot have
their Social Security checks sent to? —
0.V.
ANSWER: Yes, there are some
countries to which the Treasury
Department will not send Social
Security payments. They are: Albania;
Communist controlled China, including
Mongolia and Tibet; tuba; the Soviet-
occupied zones of Germany and Berlin;
North Korean and North Vietnam.
Bible
Thought
I will both lay me down in
peace and sleep: for thou Lord,
only makest me dwell in safety.
Psafin 4:8.
Now that Eastet is real and
not an unfulfilled dream of
mankind we can sleep in peace
and dwell in safety.
SEA FOODS SPECIALS
Monday - Boneless Catfish
Tuesday - Fried Shrimp
Wednesday - Fresh Fiddler or Catfish Steak









Dinner Includes Our Delicious Salad Bar or Cole Slaw, Hush Puppies, andChoice of Baked Potato or French Fries.
These Daily Specials Will Be







Free Childs Catfish Dinner For
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Murray Civic Music Association
A Star-Spangled Banner Evening
The invitation read, You are invited to a Summer Supper
Americana," and as the time for the Murray Civic Music
Association's annual kickoff dinner for workers arrived, it
was evident that almost everyone had responded.
Approximately 135 workers arrived at the University Bran-
ch of the Bank of Murray where they spent a Red, White and'
Blue eveninuathering the necessary information needed to
make this year's campaign successful.
The guests assembled in the main lobby of the Bank where
they were greeted by A. W. Simmons, Jr., president of
Murray Civic Music. They were then introduced to the at-





Simmons told those gathered, "You, the suppo....ers of
Murray Civic Music, have challenged your board to its most
ambitious season in the history of the organization — our
budget has doubled. This is the season that you have asked
for. We, the board, now challenge you to bring this season in-
to focus by selling more subscriptions than have ever been
sold in the past. Our success this year and in the years to
come depend upon your efforts in the next six days. Don't let
yourself down! Don't let the organization down! If big name
attractions are what you want here in Murray, then cer-
tainly this season will reflect what we will be able to do in the
future."
The workers were then invited to the reception hall of the
bank for a Summer Supper Americana. Straw hats,
American flags, red, candles and baskets filled with flowers
set the mood for the dinner, entertainment which was
provided by Marie Taylor arkaiek Crook. They chose music
by American composers tdtheir-Contribirtion to the success
of the gala evening. .
Besides workers from Murray, -other area cities represen-
ted at last night's dinner were Mayfield, Benton, Fulton, Clin-
ton and Paris and McKenzie, Tennessee. Headquarters for
the alive which begins-today will be in the main lobby of the
Bank of Murray, (Downtown). For information, telephone
753-0711.
The board members of Murray Civic Music include A. W.
Simmons, Jr., Mrs. Neva Grey Allbritten. Mr. and Mrs. John
Winter, Dr. and Mrs. Joe N. Prince. Dr. James M. Kline,
Prof. Paul Shahan, Mrs. A. C. Lafollette, Mrs. James C.
Hart, Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Mrs. Douglas Abbott, Prof.
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STORY OF THE GAME —Racer quarterback David Ruzich (12) gets dumped for a big loss by Rick Cuevas (55) of Delta State.
Murray had minus 38 yards as a team on the ground and holes in the offensive line (the wrong kind of holes) were the major
reason.
iStsrH Photos by Mikis Brondoe)
'Couldn't Block Their Mothers'
Furgerson Critical Of
Offense After 14-0 Loss
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
For 20 minutes, nobody
entered or came out of the
dressing room...Murray State
had just suffered a 14-0 loss in
Stewart Stadium to Delta
State and 13,000 fans knew
why Murray had lost.
Finally, out came Racer
football coach Bill Furgerson.
Down the hall toward his
office_hewelltedwith his head
bowed toward the flair.
He sat down at his desk and
faced a couple of sport-
swriters.
"I wish we could give you
guys something to write
about," Furgerson said,
aplogetically.
The football tearp didn't.
But Furgerson did.
His voice cracking with
emotion, the veteran Racer
coach said: "The defense did
exactly what we told them to
do. But everything bad that's
been said about our offense is
true. Our offense couldn't
have blocked their mothers,"
Furgerson blasted.
"In the first part of the
game, we protected the passer
pretty well. But in the crucial
_ par afl.wedidwas.!'ave at 
people."
Transfer quarterback David
Ruzich started in place of
Mike Dickens who injured a
toe last week. Ruzich played
well, firing 35 passes, con-
necting on 15 and total 188
yards in the air. Ruzich could
have had more impressive
statistics but several times
balls which should have been
caught were dropped. •
But while Ruzich had his
arm in shape, it would be safe
tO assume he probably...pent
all weekend standing since his
bottom side hit the turf so
many times Saturday night.
In all, Ruzich was sacked
nine times for a loss of 78
yards on the ground. As a
result, Murray finished with
minus 38 yards on the ground
as a team.
Even Joe Namath couldn't
be a winner with ground
statistics like that.
There were very few 1.,i-ioht
spots in the game for Murray.
Perhaps the brightest was the
outstanding play of cor-
nerback Bruce Walker.
Walker ran three kickoffs
back for 76 yards and had a
fumble recovery. Outside of
that and an outstanding
halftime show, which featured
guest bands from Hopkinsville
and Murray High, you could
have found more excitement
at a Disney movie, even one
without cartoons.
Murray almost lost 21-0. On
the first Delta State series of
Murray's total net yardage
was 150.
Gary Brumm caught seven
passes in the contest for 92
yards. The offense came close
to giving punter Wes
Furgerson a new record.
Furgerson punted eight times
in the contest for an average
of 41.3.
He needed only three more
punts to tie the MSU record for
the game, a 47-yard scoring most _punts in a game. And if
pass was called back because—things -don't improve, _
of illegal procedure on the Furgerson, though he cer-
Statesmen. , tainly doesn't want it, may get
However, on their next the record.
series, Delta State got on the Delta State will play
board as. quarterback Jim Southeast Missouri Saturday
Nyers pitched the ball to while the Racers head to the
tailback Reece Adams, only a mountains to take on Western
sophomore,.and he covered 45 Carolina. Murray, now 1-1,
yards in less time than it takes will open OVC play the
for a politician to kiss a baby, following week at Tennessee
The touchdown jaunt by Reece Tech. The next homeogame
left the Statesmen with a 7-0 will be October 9.
lead.
About the most exciting play
of the game came with 8:27
left in the third period when
Jim O'Conner of the Racers
picked off a pass and then
fumbled the ball.
The ball bounced for seven
-or eight yards before Chuck
Marquess of the Racers
popped on it at the Delta Stattr---
27. Murray got down to the 15
before Ruzich was sacked for
two consecutive lftsses, one of
11 and one of 12 yards.
The defense of the Racers
gave the offense another
chance. Jell Parks recovered
-a fumble with 1:39 left in the
third period. Murray took over
at the Delta State 26 only to
have the series end when
Delta State's Lynn Holifield
picked off a Ruzich pass.
That did it.
Delta State took over at
their own 12 and on a first and
10 from their own 39, Nyers hit
split end Lamen Clemons with
a 53-yard born!) that took the
ball to the Racer seven.
Two plays later and it was
14-0 as,Nyers rolled out and hit
Randy Phillips with the TD
pass.
With 5:34 left in the contest,
Ruzich had another pass
picked off and that was the
game.
Delta State had 149 yards on
the ground and 136 in the air
for a total net of 285 while
Eat the food tile won the West.
Win a Pinto as our guest.
ORO uP MY
STEAK WITH




cno„cilittoveforrlio4leerry foods Ntre'Y WAlesPelt 
loved
best . •
100 Choose from two sizes of' choice steakBarbecue chicken or beef. Stoked sau 
...
, .1 sage anctbeans. And special Kidstutt , U
pti
After you've en;oyed the good things to fil
eat, you may win a prize to keep like a i
1977 Ford Pinto or other prizes Register
any Wednesdoy night 'tit Dec 8 1976 NO





Raiders Score Unbelievala e Win




If there was any sen-
timentality lurking around the
Oakland Coliseum Sun-
day—diehard nostalgia freaks
dreaming of all those games
when ol' No. , 16, George
Blanda, plunked his helmet
over his greying hair, trotted
on the field and kicked a
winning field goal—it was
washed away by a kid less
than half his age and only a
quarter of his number.
Fred Steinfort, a soccer-
style kicker from Boston
College, a rookie not even born
when George was already a
quarterback and kicker in the
National Football League, did
with ultimate cool what
Blanda did for those many
years.
He won a game.
And he did it in a moment of
drama that only a Hollywooci
script4riter would ap-
predate, making his first
official NFL field goal—a 21-
yard chip shot with 18 seconds




COMMERCE, Ga. (AP) —
A top fuel dragster's engine
exploded at Atlanta Inter-
national Dragway Sunday,
injuring about 10 persons who
were struck by shrapnel flying
into the grandstands,
Seven persons were treated
for minor injuries and
released from hospitals in
Commerce and Athens, and
several others were treated at
the track infirmary, officials
said.
Clayton Harris of Moulton,
Ala., was halfway down the
strip in his semifinal run
against Shirley "Cha Cha"
Muldowney, of Mount
Clemens, Mich., when the
e ine in hi,s racer e loded
FLYING TACKLE—David Reagan (57) of the Racers makes a thong tackle on this Delta State
runner. Reagan was injured on the play. Racers in the picture include Bob Craig (94), Kevin Whit-




AP Sports Writer _
LOUISVILLE, iti-COI —
Murray spent a leisurely
weekend waltzing to a 44-0 win
over Fulton County, but don't
bet that the fifth-rated Tigers
of State AA didn't cast an
occasional thought toward
Friday's high school football
showdown against fourth-
rated Mayfield.
Murray, 2-0 after a pair of
impressive shutouts, won the
Class A title in 1974, but
surrendered a playoff spot last
season to Mayfield. Needless
to say, Murray Coach John
Hina would like to go back
again this season.
"We expect this to be, by all
means, the toughest game
we've had and, I think, will be
the toughest game they've
had," said Hine. "The best
ball club's going to win Friday
night, and I don't think there's
going to be any bones about it.
It's just going to be a real big
ball game for both of us."
Although Murray has
outscored its opponents 85-0-
and Mayfield holds a 97-6
advantage over its three foes,
Hina doesn't expect a high-
scoring affair Friday night.
-They feel like they have
one of the best defenses in the
state," said Hine, "and we
feel like we have a real fine
defense. We've been able to
hold our opponents to nothing,.
so far, and yott can't ask much
more. But I do think it will
take two or three touchdowns
to win."
While Murray's defense
tries - -te -hold Mayfield in
check, the Tiger offense will
attempt to spring
back Lindsey Hudspeth into
the secoridary.'t
"He's our best running
back," said Hina, "In the first
ball game ( a 41-0 romp over
Reidland), he got over 200
yards rushing and this last
week he didn't play the whole
ball game but got over 170
yards rushing."
Other backfield standouts
include Tony Bayless, Roger
Grogan, Grettis Bumphis and
fullback Darrell Foster.
Hina noted that Foster's
development as a blocker —
-he's not a primary runner,
and over 80 per cent of the
time he's going to be
blocking" — has helped
Hudspeth and the rest of the
runners.
Murray and Mayfield were
two of the 21 teams ranked in
the five slate polls to manage
victories over the weekend.
The three casualties included
No. 1 Middlesboro of State AA,
a 35-0 victim of a powerful
Maryville, Tenn., team.
Other upsets saw No. 3
Lexington Lafayette of State
AAAA drop a 34-9 decision to
Oak Ridge, Tenn., while
Paris, ranked second in State
A, fell 6-0 to Raceland. No. 3
Corbin of State AA was idle.
The other four top--ranktil
teams won as expected.
Trinity of Jefferson County
dumped Central 10-0; Ashland
of State A walloped Hun-
tington, W.Va., East 29-7; Ft.
Thomas Highlands of State
AAAA blanked Covington
Catholic 27-0; and Harrod-




The Murray State women's cross country team got a
workout Saturday as they participated as individuals in the
Hopkinsville-Christian County cross country run sponsored
by the Pennyrile Striders.
In the 16-18 age division, Glenda Calabro of the Racers
took first with a 9:08 while Sharon Macy was third in 9:18,
Karen Macy fourth in 9:25 and Pattie Bittel fifth in 9:30
over the mile and one-half course.
In the 19-24 age division, Camille Baker took first place
with a 9:45 while Lynn Barber was second in 10:14. Ann
Moore and Martha Luckett tied for third with 11:33 while in
fifth was Alison Breeze with a 14:58,
In the 30 and over age group, track coach Margaret Sim-
mons took second with a 13:25.
Also running was Mary Jo Simmons in the 7-9 age group
She ran three-quarters of a mile in a fir" time of 5:59 to take
third place.
The first official meet for the Racer women harriers will




t Based on June 1975 Roo4,11.Trock magazines
consideration of hundreds of, 1975 cars_
-
People who sit in a Volkswagen Rabbit for the
first time areatten surprised. And its no
wonder. 87% of the space in the car is
totally devoted to functional room.
Like as much headroom and legroom as
some mid-sized cars.
And more trunk space with the rear seat
folded down than a Cadillac Fleetwood.
Few cars In the world give you all
this room.
And no other car none that we know
of --gives you all this room pfus the --
performance and overall economy
of a Rabbit. According to EPA estimates,
the Rabbit gets 39 mpg on the highway
and 25 mpg in the city. Of course, the
mileage you get con vary, depending on
how and where you drive, optional
equipment and the condition of your car.)
To really appreciate it, we suggest
you see your Volkswagen dealer and
test drive the best car in the world
for under S3508 for yourself.
Because if the praise of a Rabbit owner
won t convince you, that first drive will.
The Rabbit
You got to drive it
believe it.
(Staff Photo by Barry Drew)
(MURRAY LEDGER t;' TIMESY
PORTS
Oh, George Allen, of course.
He's been getting grey hairs
for a lot of years now, wat-
ching his Washington Red-
skins. play brinkmanship with
the rest of the league. They
were at it again Sunday,
playing tantalizingly lousy
defense when it meant the
most, then turninglround and
beating the New York Gia
19-17 anyway.
Steinfort had a happy
welcome to the NFL: The
Seattle Seahawks and Tampa
Bay Buccaneers— ell, that's
another matter. Both lost,
although Seattle gave St.
Louis a fight before falling
short 30-24 while Tampa Bay
was a punchless 20-0 loser to
Houston.
Hank Stram, a long-time pro
coach with Kansas City,
returned as the head man at
New Orleans—and the Saints
gat their heads handed to









Four other men made their
NFL head-coaching debuts.
Two won. Two lost. Monte
Clark's San Francisco 49ers
beat Green Bay 26-14 and Bob
Johnson's Cincinnati Bengals
downed Denver 17-7 while
Cleveland clobbered Lou
Holtz' New York Jets 38-17 and
Dallas drubbed Dick Ver-
meil'sPhiladelphia Eagles 27-
7.
In the rest of Sunday's NFL
openers, Baltimore defeated
New England 27-13, Los
Angeles beat Atlanta 30-14,
San Diego toppled Kansas City '
30-16 and Chicago bet Detroit"-- .
10-3. Tonight the Buffalo Bills,
with O.J. Simpson, entertain
Miami.
,AUTO RACING
RICHMOND, Va. — Cale
Yarborough, taking the lead
after a caution flag, held off a .
late challenge by Bobby
Allison for a car-length vic-
tory in the Capital City 400




Perfection ay On Hangers
354 Folded
"I knew it was picked the
best car in the world-for
under $3,500. What I didn't
realize was what happens
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PERFECTION-Mel Purcell was about as close to !serf ectioo es anyone could be as he romped Steve West in the finals of Hieopen singles in the Kentucky State Hardcourt Tennis Championships. Purcell won both the singles and doubles titles. West playsthe number one singles for Memphis State University.
(Staff Photos by Mika Invade.)




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Mel Purcell is not certain
about his future.
No, the Murray High tennis
star isn't considering retiring
from his sport and trying
another one. He just isn't
certain where he'll be in a
week or so.
Presently, he is enrolled as
a senior at Murray High but he
may not be there long. If he
can find an available apart-
ment, he'll be starting high
school at Beverly Hills,
California, in a few days.
But Sunday afternoon,
California must have been the
farthest thing from Purcell's
mind. What was on his mind
was his second consecutive
championship in the Kentucky
State Hardcourt Tennis
Championships.
The top-seeded Purcell was







to play Keith West in the
finals. West plays number one
singles for Memphis State
University, a school that
certainly is one of the tougher
tennis schools in the Mid-
South.
Purcell looked more like
Jimmy Connors than Connors
himself. If the match would
have been a fight on a city
street, Purcell could have
been charged with murder in
the first degree.
Purcell won the first set 6-4
and it wasn't as close as the
score might indicate. The
second set was 6-0 and it was
just as much of a rout as the
score would indicate.
Slamming backhands with
more speed than most players
hit forehands, Purcell was so
over-powering that West was
unable to answer many of
Purcell's blazing shots.
 Purcell was near-perfect in
the second set. In baseball, it's
called place-hitting and
nobody does it better than Rod
Carew. If Mel Purcell had
been playing baseball and
placing the baseball like he
did the tennis ball Sunday, he
would have had a perfect day
at the plate and Rod Carew
would be out of work.
"I'm gradually building up
-my power," Purcell said,
when questioned about his
dazzling shots.
Not only did Purcell play
with power, he played with
great speed. From side to side
and from the baseline to the
net, Purcell flew around the
In the second set, after
winning the second game,
Purcell was all but assured of
a 6-0 win. West was dragging,
either realizing his fate or
tired from a tough semifinal
match.
""I kept hitting the ball
harder and harder. I think he
West) might have been worn
out in the second set," Purcell
said.
At the donclusion of the
match, Purcell received a
huge ovation from the packed
stands of tennis fans. Not only
were they glad he won but
perhaps the math reason they
were applauding was for the
quality of tennis Purcell
played.
West had won his semifinal
match 6-4 and 7-6 over Steve
Alger of Eastern Kentucky
University while in the
semifinals, Purcell won 6-3
and 6-2 over Roger Westfall of
Murray State. •
One of the best matches of
the tournament came in the
quarterfinals Saturday when
West won 4.6,6-2 and 7:8 ( 5-4 in
the tiebreaker) • over Mikko
Horsma of Murray State.
Purcell made it two
championships later Sunday
as he teamed with his brother,
Del, to defeat the Bowling
Green duo of Mark and Ross
Boling 6-2, 2-6 and 6-4 in the
finals of the open doubles.
Henry Baughnian of
Bowling Green won the title in
the 35 and over singles by
defeating Willie Chandler of
Jackson, 'Tn., 6-3 and 6-1 in the
court with the grace of an
antelope. 
eefr 
You're the life of the party. Even when you're at the
office. Thanks to Dexter Shoes. Highly polished






In the 35 doubles, Baugh-
man and Ron Smith of
Campbellsville won, the 'title
over Paul Rowton of Paducah
and Ron Underwood of
Murray, 6-1 and 6-1.
Bennie Purcell, MSU tennis
coach, scored two wins also.
He won the 45 and over
singles, defeating Paul
Rowton who defaulted in the
finals. Purcell advanced to the
finals with a 6-2, 6-1 win over
Charlie Warner of Murray.
In the 45 and over doubles,
Purcell-Rowton teamed to
defeat Walter Coleman and
Bob Barnett of Jackson 6-0
and 6-1.
The women were to have
played this past weekend but
because of a large draw, the
tourney will be played this




Phil Bryan of Murray, the
director of school relations at
Murray State, scored his first
hole-in-one Sunday.
The hole-in-one came on the
second hole at the Murray
Country Club.
Bryan just started playing
golf this year.
The hole-inpne was wit-
nessed by his wife, Sarah; his
daughter, Amy; and Bob
McGaughey, head of the
journalism department at
Wally Young Tears Up
Courses In Inter-City
The Oaks and Murray
Country Clubs' courses are
still smoking from the scor-
ching given them this past
weekend by Wally Young in
winning the championship
flight of the annual later-city
tournament. •
The big former Murray
State University golfer from
Freeport, Ill., and now the
night auditor at Kenlake
Lodge on Kentucky Lake,
literally burned up the Oaks
course Saturday with an eight-
under-par 64, a new course
record, in the first round of
play. It was his own record
that he broke, as he had held it
at 66.
, Then moving to the Murray
Country Club for Sunday's
play, Young toured ihat
course in two-under-par 70 for
a 36-hole total of 134, a 10-
under-par performance and
also a record for the outing,
which rings down the curtain
on the tournament season for
local golfers.
Young went into Sunday's
round nine strokes in front of
the field with the Oaks' Roy
Cothran in second place with
73. Cothran, however, soared
to an 84 at the Murray club to
finish • 'out of the money" at
157.
Finishing second was
Homer Branch, also of the
Oaks with two steady rounds
of 74 and 75 for a 149 total but
15 strokes off the pace. Third
place went to 15-year-old Lynn
Sullivan from the Murray
club, who posted a two-under-
par 70 on his home course
Sunday after ballooning to an
82 on the opening round for
152.
Nickie Ryan finished fourth
in the flight with 155 while
Eddie Clees was fifth with 156.
Both are from the Oaks.
In the first flight, young
Howard Boone of the Murray
club was the winner with 158,
two strokes in front of Tom
Muehleman with 160. The
Oaks' Jim 'White and Gregg
Howard tied for third with 162,
while Trent Jones of the
Murray club was fifth with
163.
Max-Walker was the winner
of the second flight with 167,
seven strokes in font of 0. H.
Hutson with 173. Both are
Oaks players, Five golfers
finished in a tie for third in the
flight at 174 - Stuart Poston,
Howard Steeley and Jerry
Grogan, all of the Murray
club, and Bill Read and Steve
Hussung from the Oaks.
The Oaks' Jerry Lee lopped
15 strokes off his first day's
score to capture first place in
the third flight with 175. He
had shot a 96 Saturday on his
home course, but came home
in 79 at di° Murray club to
finish eight strokes in front of
Gene McCutcheon of the
Murray club, who had a 183.
In third place in the flight
was Ronnie Foster of the Oaks
with 185, while Mike Colyott of
the Murray club was fourth
with 186. Marvin Harris and
Wayne Darnall, both of the
Oaks, tied for fifth at 187.
Young's record-shattering
round at the Oaks Saturday
included six birdies, an eagle
and 11 pars as he hit every
green in regulation figures.
Starting with three con-
secutive pars, he put his
second shot on the green on
the 485-yard 5-par hole and got
down in two for le first birdie.
He was on the green in two
on the 310-yard fifth and
canned a 12-foot putt for his
second. His next came on the
550-yard seventh when he
stuck a wedge two feet from
the pin from 100 yards out and
sank the putt.
He then parred the eighth
and ninth to card a 3-under-
par 33 on his first nine.
After parring the 10th and
llth as he took to the back
side, Young reached the 415.
yard 4-par 12th green in two
and ran home a 40-foot putt for
his fourth birdie, but it was on
the next hole, the 475-yard 5-
par 13th that be*Ily went to
work.
After hitting his second shot
slightly to the right, Young
pitched a 40-yard wedge shot.
to the pin only to see it hit
directly into the hole, wedging
itself between the pin and the
cup for an eagle three and
sending him six under par.
His fifth birdie came on the
next hole, the 310-yard 4-par
dogleg left when he tapped in a
two-foot putt after a beautiful
wedge shot to the pin. After
parring the next three holes,
. he reached the fringe of the
540-yard 5-par 18th in two,
chipped to within inches and
tapped it in for his sixth birdie
of the day and a 31 on the
round, giving him his record-
breaking 64 for the day.
Sunday, Young indicated
early that he was still riding
the hot streak as he birdied the
490-yard 5-par first hole. He
then purred four in a row
before getting another birdie
at the 320-yard 4-par sixth and
parring out for a two-under-
par 34.
It was another birdie at the
298-yard 4-par dogleg 10th, but
after parring the Ilth and
12th, he bogeyed the 385-yard
4-par 13th, purred the 500-yard
5-par 14th and bogeyed again




Boston College 14, Texas 13
Bowling Green 22, Syracuse 7
Colgate 13, Connecticut 7
Delaware 37, East Kentucky
Georgia 36, California 24
Kentucky 38, Oregon St 13
TOUCHDOWN RUN - Reece Adorns (25) of Delta State scampered 45 yards for a toacialowskim___this run. The only man with a chance at Adorns is Chuck Wempe who barrels in from the side.Darrell Ramsey (29) of the Racers is getting taken out of the play by tight end Randy Phillips(87) of Delta State.
DEFENSE SHINES-The &foes* hod we eetetweedie, roe spins? DeNe bete Seterdey, Nowathe Statesmen did score two touchdowns. Here, a swarm of Racers tackle Jessie Jackson ofDelta State. Pictured for the Racers are David Reogan (52), Willie Wilson (53), Bill Shannon (93)end Bruce Martin (79)
(Shift Moon by ?Abe Ilreadee)
Marshall 21, Miami, Ohio 16
Maryland 31, Richmond 7
'Memphis State 21, Florida
State 12
Mississippi 10, Alabama 7
Nebraska 6, LSU 6
North Carolina 24, Florida 21
Oklahoma 24, Vanderbilt 3
South Carolina 27, Georgia
Tech 17
Virginia Union 14, Fisk Univ 0
West Kentucky 10, Troy State
10
Minnesota 32, Indiana 13.,
Minot State 28, Rocky
Mountain 7
Mississippi Val 41, Lincoln
Univ
Montana St. 18, North Dakota
14
Nebraska, Omaha 38, Mor-
ningside 21
Northeastern Ill 21, Concordia
Ohio State 49, Michigan St 21
Oklahoma St 33, Tulsa 21
Pittsburg 31, Notre Dame 10
Purdue 31, Northwestern 19
Abilene 21, Northern Cob 14
Arkansas .,3, Utah State 16
Houston 23, Baylor 5
Lamar 17, NW Louisiana St 6
North Texas St 24, Texas,
Arlington 7
Sam Houston St 14, Stephen F.
Austin 14
SE Oklahama St 13, Austin
College 7
SM1.1 34, TCU 14
Texas Add 58, Slippery Rock 7
Texas A&M 19, Virginia Tech
0 Texas Tech 24, Colorado 7
Air Fprte 36, Pacific Univ 3
Arizona 31, Auburn 19
Idaho 16, Boise State 9
Long Beach St 19, Weber State
7
Missouri 46, Southern Cal 25
Nevada' 21, Montana 19
New Mexico St 13, Texas El
Paso 10
Oregod17, 'Colo State Univ 3
San Jose State 48, Hawaii Univ
7
He then birdied the 560-yard
5-par 16th and purred home
for 36 and his 70 for the day.
Sixty-five golfers from the
two clubs participated in the
tournament, which was co-
managed by - )r. Bill Seale
from the Oaks and Al Jones
from the Murray club,





















































Rontu' e Hutson 111-11--In
Bob aiumsion 16-0-173Dun Grogan 1747-174
Mitchell Story 1343-1711







































DOUBLE WINKER-Bennie Purcell, Murray State tennis
coach, was a double winner In the 45 and over division of the
Kentucky State Hordcourt Tennis Tournament this woekond.
He won both the singles and doubles.
FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
What can you do
when you want
e34ra money?
Let H & R Block teach you
to prepare income tax returns.
H813 Block knows income taxes, and how to teach you
to prepare income tax returns
Weleach income tax preparation to people who have
a flair for dealing accurately with figures. and who
.enipy working with the public, and who would like to
Om extra income in their spare time Over 350.000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course
We tpach classes in more than 2.000 communities
throughout the country There is almost certain to be a
class location and time satisfactory to you Job inter
views available for best students Send for free tntor-
mation and class schedules today HURRY*




se. I understand there is no obligation.
send me tree information about your tax preps
ration cour 
MdreeA
City State  Phone 
2.• mon CLIP AND MAIL TODAY • IMP MI
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Phillies Win To Stay Up
By Four, Yankees Split
By FRED ROTHENBERG
AP Sports Writer
Since Aug. 24, just about the
only _time the Pittsburgh
Pirates have taken a step
backwards in their pursuit of
the Philadelphia Phillies has
been when they haven't
played. And they don't expect
to start sinking now.
-We just have to keep it up
and let the Phillies take care
of themselves," said Pitt-
sburgh Manager Danny





W L Pct. GB
Phila 86 55 .610
Pitts 82 59 .582 4
New York 74 67 .525 12
Chicago 65 78 .455 22
St. Louis 62 77 .446 23









Los Ang .567 11
Houston ,490 22
San Diego .462 26
San Fran .445 281/2
Atlanta .430 301/2
Sunday's Games
St! LnuiS 6, New York 5
Philadelphia 8, Chicago 0
Pittsburgh 6, Montreal 1
Atlanta 3-0, Los Angeles 2-2,
1st game 10 innings
San Francisco 3-8, Cincinnati
1-9, 2nd game 11 innings
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
Atlanta ( LaCorte 2-9 and
Ruthven 13-14) at Los Angeles
Hooton 9-3 and Rau 14-10), 2
Montreal ( Blair 0-0) at Phila-
delphia ( Carlton 16-6) ( n)
New York ( Seaver 12-10) at
Pittsburgh ( Demery 10-4 ),( n)
Chicago (Stone 3-6) at St.
Louis ( Forsch 4-10), In)
San Francisco ( Montefusco
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Detroit 6-1, New York 0-3 -
Boston 11, Cleveland 8
Kansas City 16, Minnesota 6
Baltimore 3, Milwaukee 1
Oakland 9, Texas 5
Chicago 2-6, California 1-1
that with 22 games to go and
only four games behind, we
have a good shot at it."
The high-flying Pirates have
been acting like vultures,
hovering over the Phillies,
who have been starving for
victories in the past three
weeks.
But the Pirates' move up thei
standings stalled Sunday, as
both Pittsburgh and
Philadelphia picked up vic-
tories, the Pirates beating
Montreal 6-1 and the Phillies
blanking the Chicago Cubs 8-0.
That left Pittsburgh four
games behind Philadelphia in
the National League East, and
counting.
Elsewhere in the NL, St.
Louis edged the New York
Mets 6-5; Atlanta beat Los
Angeles 3-2 in 10 innings, then
lost 2-0, and Cincinnati edged
San Francisco 9-8 in 11 innings
after losing 3-1 in the first
game.
Braves 3-0, Dodgers 2-2
Don Sutton hurled a four-
hitter for his 19th victory to
give Los Angeles a
doubleheader split with
Atlanta. The shutout was
Sutton's third of the season
and 43rd of his career, tops
among active NL pitchers.
The Braves won the opener
with an unearned rim in the
10th inning. Los Angeles
shortstop Bill Russell failed to
handle a slow roller by pinch
hitter Dave May as the win-
ning run raced home.
Cards 6, Mets 5
Pinch hitter Ted Simmons
rapped a two-out, two-run
double in the eighth inning to
snap a 4-4 tie and lift St. Louis
over New York, snapping the
Mets' five-game winning
streak.
Reds 1-9, Giants 3-8
Dave Concepcion's sacrifice
fly in the llth inning scored
pinch runner Joel Youngblood
and gave Cincinnati a
doubleheader split with San
Francisco.
Jim Barr fired a six-hitter
and Ken Reitz belted a two-




Everyone knows about -The
House That Ruth Built" but
how about the dog house being
built by Mickey Rivers?
That's what the New York
centerfielder appears to be
constructing for himself in
Yankee Stadium.
For the second time this
season,. Rivers has incurred
the displeasure of Manager
Billy Martin-and now ex-
pects to feel his wrath.
"I will probably have to pay
the consequenees," Rivers
said after - Sunday's
doubleheader split with, the
Detroit Tigers. "I think it will
be a fine."
Connors Edges Borg To •
Win U.S. Open Crown
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
FOREST HILIS, N.Y. (AP)
- The .sun finally set on
Sweden's Bjorn Borg, the
crown prince of world tennis.
And it- was James Scott
Connors, the, pugnacious lefty
back in the limelight after a
year in the shadows, who
turned out the lights.
Connors regained the title
he lost last year and vaulted
back into the international
spotlight Sunday when he beat
Borg in the finals of the U.S.
Open Tennis Championships.
The match lasted three hours,
10 minutes, the scork$ were 6-
4, 3-6, 7-6, 6-4, and when it was
over, Connors had sweet
revenge against those who
branded hfrn an alsoran after
his send-place finishes at
Wimbledon, the Australian
championships and the Open
last year.
Sunday's match began in
bright, late afternoon sun-
shine and ended under the
lights at the West Side Tennis
Club. It was a curious eontest,
full of errors by both players.
There was no tempo. No one
really took command. In the
end it was the third-set
tiebreaker that determined
the outcome.
Connors and Borg split the
first two sets and broke each
other almost at will as the
third set went to 6-6. Borg
missed several opportunities
to win the tiebreaker as
Connors fought off four set
points. He saved the first one
with a short volley and the
second one with a stinging
forehand down the line.
At 7-8 he raced to net and
smashed an overhead and at 8-
9 he did it again. Finally
Connors drove a backhand
shot past Borg and watched as
the Swede hit a forehand wide
to win 11-9. Borg never
recovered.
Connors broke I3org's serve
in the fifth game of the final
set when the Swede batted a
backhand into the net and then
*lacked a forehand long.
Connors had only to hold serve
for the match and he did.
"I was very surprised he
played so well," said Borg,
calm and expressionless even
in defeat. "This is the best he's
played against me."
Connors collected 830,000 for
his efforts-the same prize
money Chris Evert picked up
when she beat Evonne
Goolagong to win the women's
title Saturday.
The doubles championships
were also decided Sunday.
Marty Riessen and Tom
Oklcer knocked off Australians
Paul Kronk and Cliff Letcher
6-4, 6-4 to win the men's
doubles; South Africans Linky
Boshoff and Ilene Kloss
whipped Virginia Wade and
Olga Morozova 6-1, 6-4 to take
the women's crown, and the
mixed went to Billie Jean Pk
and Phil Dent, 3-6, 6-2, 75
winners over Betty Stove and
Frew McMillan.
The Yankees lost the first
game 6-0 without Rivers in the
lineup. He didn't start because
he was late showing up at the
park, a grievous error in
Martin's eyes.
Earlier this year, Rivers
took his wife on a road trip to
Baltimore, infuriating the
Yankee manager.
But a 3-1 victory in the
second game reduced the
Yankees' "magic number"
for clinching the American
League East pennant to 11.
Orioles 3, Brewers 1
Reggie Jackson's home run
capped a two-run rally in the
sixth inning and lifted
Baltimore over Milwaukee
behind the six-hit pitching of
Jim Palmer.
Royals 16, Twins 6
Frank White's hases-leaded
triple capped a nine-run
uprising in the sixth inning
that powered Kansas over
Minnesota. The victory
marked the first time in 17
days that Kansas City has won
two straight games while
trying to nail down the
American League Western
Division championship.
A's 9, Rangers 6
tene Tenace and Claudell
Washington hit two-run
doubles to climax a five-run
sixth inning that carried
Oakland over Texas.
Oakland's Stan Bahnsen and
Gaylord Perry of Texas were
in a 1-1 pitching duel through
the first five innings until
Oakland broke through.
Red Sox 11, Indians 3'
Carlton Fisk hit a home run
and triple and drove in three
runs, leading Boston over
Cleveland behind Luis Tiant's
six-hitter. Tient, 18-11, was
backed by an 11-hit attack that
also included doubles by Rick
Burleson, Fred Lynn and Carl
Yastrzemski.
White Sox 2-5, Angels 1-1
Brian Downing drove in the
winning run with a 10th-inning
double and Rich Gossage
scattered nine hits as Chicago
won its opener with California.
The White Sox took the second
game behind Francisco
Barrios' six-hitter.
Exotic and beef sires
Your nearby KABA man offers a .wide choice of
both Exotic and standard- breeds of beef bulls.
JAMES TUCKER
Phone 489-2151
The Power You Need ...When You Need It!
When you purchase a new Case Trac-
tor, and for any reason it breaks down
during your peak production seasons (till-
age, planting, harvesting) and we can't
repair it within 48 hours, you'll be supplied
a loaner tractor. You can use this tractor
absolutely free until your unit is ready.
'That's Assured Availability, just another
reasesn when you look for tractor power,




Take Beef To The Backyard
ATLANTA, Ga.-Put beef
on your stiopping list. Then put
it on the barbecue. It's the
season.
Indulge and enjoy while beef
is in big supply and at prices
advantageous to the con-
sumer. According to the U. S.
Department of Agriculture,
fed beef will remain in heavy
supply through August.
Cattle producers, however,
continue to suffer severe
financial losses. During the
week ending Aug. 7 they took
another drubbing when prices
at the Omaha market for
Choice 1100-1300 pound steers
dropped to 835.38 per hundred
pounds, down about $9 per
hundred pounds from late
April levels when the recent
slide began.
Barbecuing has become one
of the most popular sum-
mertime entertainment
events as backyards take on a
picnic air and a hickory
smoked aroma. Practically all
cuts of beef lend themselves
particularly well to this
fashion of cooking.
For those whose skill at the
barbecue has not developed to
a form of artistry, some titl
on barbecuing are offered:
-Build a fire that is large
enough so that you will have a
good bed of coals. However, do
not start cooking until the
flame dies down and the
charcoal turns grey. This may
take half an hour.
-Make certain that the grill
is far enough away from the
coals so that when fat from.the
beef drips in and flares up, the
flames will not touch and burn
the meat.
-Cooking time will vary
from standard oven broiling
times so a little ex-
perimentation is in order.
-If you want real barbecue
flavor, baste the meat every
few, minutes with your
favorite barbecue sauce. A
piece of clean cloth tied on a
stick makes a good dauber,
-It isn't only beef burgers
that are suitable for the grill,
but practically all cuts of
steaks, especially those
graded USDA Choice or
Prime. For cooking on
skewers, use cubes or chunks






2, Murray was elected
president of the Advisory




Vocational Center. The annual
fall meeting of the Advisory
Council was held September 9
at the Murray Vocational,
Center.
Cunningham succeeds 011ie
Hall as president, Rob
McCallon, Route 2, Murray
was re-elected vice-president
as was Jim Stahler, Route 5,
Murray to the office of
secretary. The Council is
composed of three elected
officers along with the in-
dividual class officers.
The Council completed
plans for the 1976-77 in-
structional program, special
class activities and banquet
arrangements.
Four classes will be con-
ducted at th• Murray
Vocational Center by Jamie
Potts between the months of
November and April for
farmers and those interested
in Agribusiness.
Prior to the 1974-75 class
year, the classes were con-
ducted in the communities of
Kirksey, Lynn Grove, New
Concord, and a county-wide
young adult class held at
Calloway County High School.
The classes are still identified
by the community names but
are open to anyone interested
in attending.
The Young-Adult class will
begin on Monday, November 1
with the Kirksey Adult class
starting on Tuesday,
November 2, 1976. At the
conclusion of these classes,
the New Concord and Lynn
Grove classes will respec-
tubie Parrish Elvin Parrish Rob Parrish
Successful Farmers
Do Business With
THE MURRAY INSURANCE AGENCY
Bel-Air Center, 753-4751
 •
Lively begin on January 10 and
11,1977.
The Council members






Adult Class; Clinton Burchett,
Max Gore, Charles Tucker,
John Tucker, Kirksey Class;
Roger Cooper, Henry Arm-
strong, Max Workman,
Hyland Darnell, Lynn Grove
Class; William E. Hendon,
New Concord Class; James
Lawson, Director of Murray
Area Vocational Education
Center, and Jamie Potts,
Teacher of Agriculture.
outdoors as well, but this
requires a spit so that the
meat can be turned slowly
while cooking.
Something special in the _
way of beef in the backyard-
Silver-Plated Pot Roast
4 pounds USDA-Choice
blade pot roast, 3 tablespoons
flour, 1 tablespoon brown
sugar, 1 teaspoon salt, dash of
pepper, le2 teaspoon dry
mustard, 3/4 cup catsup, 1/2
tablespoons Worcestershire
sauce, 1 tablespoon vinegar,
1/2 stalk celery, sliced, 6
whole carrots, 2 onions:
quartered, 1 green pepper, cut
in rings, 2 tomatoes, cut in
wedges.
Brown roast slowly on grill
over hot coals for 20 to 30
minutes. Combine next 8
ingredients for sauce. Spoon
half of sauce onto center of
large piece of aluminum foil.
Place meat on top of sauce
and cover with vegetables and
remaining sauce. Fold foil
over and seal securely. Bake
over slow coals, 11/2 to 2 hours
or until tender. Serves 6.
IS INTERNAL REVENUE
SERVICE APPROVAL
NEEDED FOR AN IRA?
Yes. However, we assume the
ft-gponsibility fOt8-0-eirig that-our
Individual Retirement Accounts
are approved. So if you open an ac-
count with us, there's no delay or
red tape as far as you are con-
cerned.
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FRONTIER. . . This country
doesn't have as much
potential cropland as prior
estirnatea show, according to
the Soil Conservation Service
Cropland Study released this
summer.
"The 111 million acres of
land not now in crops is a
considerably lower figure
than previous USDA
estimates," said SCS Ad-
ministrator R. M. Davis in an
editorial in the August issue of
Soil Conservation magazine.
In the study, SCS identified
three different acreages of
potential cropland that could
be converted to crops with
varying degrees of difficulty
and expense.
"About 24 million acres of
'prime farmland' could be
converted simply by begin-
ning tillage," Davis said.
"SCS identified 54 million
acres of 'high potential' land
that would require some soil
and water management to
prevent erosion and dispose of
unwanted water. Finally, 33
million acres have 'medium
potential' for conversion to
crops. These acres pose more
serious erosion hazards and
water disposal pi )blems."




abroad, makes our potential
cropland figures seem small.
The new loader% Economizer is the lowest priced diesel
mode in America. It's a value when you buy it and it keeps









Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seedltorrr
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner — Bobby Meador, Mgr.
Amendment Speed
Adds Exemptions
WASHINGTON — The Huddleston's compromise
Senate has adopted an amendment which expands
amendment by Senator the exemption to include soil
Walter (Dee) Huddleston conservation, drainage of
which expands the number of fields, terracing, and erection
agricultural activities which &small dikes and dams.
are exempt from the permit
requirements of the
Environmental Protection
Agency t E.P.A. ).
Adoption of the amendment
came during consideration of
the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act Amendments of
1976, which requires that a
permit be acquired from E. P.
A. for any disposal of dredge
or fill material in the nation's
rivers and streams.
The bill, as reported out of
the Public Works Committee,
provided an exemption from
permit requirements for
"normal" agricultural and
forestry practices, but that did
not satisfy agricultural
proponents.
After rejecting a more
sweeping exemption by three
votes, the Senate approved
Following Senate passage of
the bill, it goes to a Senate-
House conference. The House
bill includes the broader
exemption that failed in the
Senate.
The legislation also
authorizes $5 billion for waste
water treatment construction
grants and revises the for-
mula for distribution of the
funds to benefit more rural
states, including Kentucky.
Huddleston said he did not
believe the exemption in the
bill before the Senate was
sufficient to cover all normal
farming practices and that his
amendment "assures the
farmer will not be subject to
excessive regulation and
harassment under the permit




ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
Department of Agriculture's
i USDA) market news
reporting program is now
releasing a computed carcass
value based on the wholesale
price of fabricated beef cuts.
Daily roports released from
the Des Moines Livestock and
meat market news office will
be based on average Chicago
prices for fabricated Choice
beef cuts and average in-
dustry yields for those cuts.
USDA officials emphasized
that the reported cut-out value
will not include any ad-
justment for jjlickers'
processing costs.
The report will be
disseminated on USDA's
leased wire teletype network
that links market news offices
from coast to collat. It will be
carried daily shortly after the
1:30 p. m. fabricated beef cut
report, and weekly averages
will be published in the
-Livestock, Meat, and Wool




Service (AMS), which ad-
ministers the market news
program, explained that the
new quotation was developed
because during the past few
years carlot sales of
fabricated beef cuts have
substantially increased arid
sales of carcass beef have
declined. The nes'', figure will
give an approximation of
gross carcass value, based on
the combined value of the
trimmed fabricated cuts from
the carcass.
American farmers number
less than one per cent of the
world's total but in a normal
year they produce 15 per cent
of all the food.
It is reported that 26 of the
endangered wildlife species
that live in the United States
can be found in California.
Buy New Ford Tractors &Implements-
NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977 
1st Payment January, 1978 
•
Here are a few customer advantages —
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's ex-
pense. • Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit'h•
Beat inflation - Buy at this year's prices, Pay with next year's
dollars. • Use - Present equipment equity as down payment.
BUY NOW AND SAVE ea
At r
GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
Phone 247-7408 Highway 45 Mayfield, Ky.
Market news on livestock,
meat, and wool is a service





It's been only three weeks
since the Kentucky Country
Ham Breakfast and charity
auction, held during the State
Fair, but the Grand Champion
ham lives on.
A refrigerator at the Coca-
Cola Bottling Works in
Louisville is its new home,
following its purchase at the
auction by -Coca-Cola
President J. Tyler Taylor for
$18,371.25.
And the proceeds of the
breakfast are alive and well
also, on their way to 16
separate Louisville-area
charitable funds.
The ham will be served to a
Christmas-time dinner for the
Board of Director* of Coca-
Cola, Louisville. according to
Jo Friel, Taylor's secretary
who did the bidding at the
auction.
The 16 groups who benefited
from the auction are Boy






Ballet; Recording for the
Blind; Reitmeier Center Inc.;
Jackson County (Ind.) United
Fund; Metro United Way;





Women's Club of Louisville;
and Younger Women's Club of
St. Matthews.
This year's ham breakfast
and auction, the 13th annual,
SHORT ROWS
By Nevyle Shackelford
Gardening Tips from Extension Specialists at the
University of Kentucky College otAgricatura..
the right kind of
management, a Jot of goodies
can be enjoyed garden-fresh
well into the winter months.
The eating and keeping
quality of such surplus vege-
tables depends on the proper
methods of harvesting and
storage, and to assist in the
procedures, here are hints
from UK garden specialists.
Irish potatoes, the special-
ists say, should be dug and
stored only after the vines are
dead. For cabbage, harvest
when the heads are solid and
before they take a second
growth and split as some
varieties are prone to do
Beets may be harvested when
they reach from 1% to 2
inches in diameter, and lift
carrots out of the ground
Ikhen they are from f to 11/2
inches in diameter.
For fresh table use, onions
can be harvested at any time
when they have reached suffi-
cient size, but for storage, let
the tops wither and turn
brown at the neck of the bulb
before pulling or digging.
For parsnips, harvest
should be delayed untilafter
a heavy frost has occurred.
Actually, freezing improves
the eating quality of parsnips,
and they may be safely left
right in the ground all winter.
Turnips should be
gatheredand stored_ when
from-2 to 3 inches in
diameter. The tremendous 4
and 5 pound .specimens often
displayed °-•al- County fJirs,..
bank windows, and other
public places are interesting
to look at, but they usually
are coarse-grained and not
very good to eat either raw or
cooked. 11 you have a patch
of rutabagas, harvest after
exposure to frost but before a
hard freeze.
Pumpkins and winter
squash should be well
matured on the vine before
harvesting. The skin should
be hard when tested with the
thumbnail and not easily
punctured. Cut these fruits
from the vine with a portion
of the stern attached, and
harvest before a heavy frost.
Regardless of their state of
ne •
News Notes For Farmers
were held in the new East Hall
at the Kentucky Fair and
Exposition Center, Louisville.
A record of more than 1,000
attended.
The auction price for the
17% pound ham amounted to
$1,035 per pound. It was
exhibited by Broadbent's B di
B Foods, Cadiz.
A Kentucky Farm Bureau
official has asked McCall's
inagazinelo explain a recent
article "glorifying the beef
boycott and demonstrationa
that were conducted by ap..,
parently ill-informed ehn-
surners some two years ago."
John Koon, executive
secretary, retitled the request
recently toNeCall's President
Earl Angstadt. Koon told
Angstatit he was writing the
letter at the request of many
women in Farm Bureau and
other farm leaders throughout
Kentucky.
A recent issue of "Carefree
Patterns From McCalls" gave
recognition to Barbara
Shuttieworth, a consumer
activist who helped organize
the abortive meat boycott In
1973. The article has raised a
storm of protest from farm
women across the nation.
The boycott, which lasted
only a couple of months, had
little long-term effect on retail
meat prices, most experts
agree, but it caused disrup-
tions in farm marketing and
prices that are still being felt
by al%Je. producer; _and
feeders.
"Farm people throughout
the United States felt that the
beef boycott was very
damaging and harmful,"
Koon wrote, "not only to beef
cattle farmers but to the
consumer and the public in
general.
"The name of McCall's
Patterns and McCall's
Magazine have been
prominent with rural people
for many years, but the
present controversy is very
real and I feel needs a
maturity, potatoes thorough explanation of the
should be dug before the first reasons for your action."
frosts of autumn are ex• Russia may not be an ad-
pected. If frosts kill the vines vocate of the capitalistic,
the potatoes should be dug sysem, according to Rep.
Gene Synder, but they sureimmediately. In case this is know how to a profit.
not possible, the frostbitten
vines should be cut away. It
not, decay will most likely set
in and pass on down to the
tubers.
Proper control of moisture
and temperature, conditions is
very important in the storage
lite of any vegetable. Sucri
vegetables as mentioned are
not dead when harvested and
some will continue to grow
after storage. If this growth is
rapid, the food stored up in
the vegetables will be con-
sumed. The eating quality of
the vegetable will deteriorate
rapidly, and the vegetable will
soon break down and rot.
Not all vegetables require
the same conditions for suc-
cessful storage. For more
complete information on this
subject, the best source to
contact is your local county
Extension agent. Autumn
storage of surplus vegetables
not only cuts down on the
food bill but also 'extends the




from Extension Specialists at
the UK Colter or Agriculture
In a recent newsletter
report, Synder, Fourth
District Republican, says the
Soviets in 1974 sold roughly the
same amount of grain they
bought from the United States,
but they sold it at a higher
average price.
"Foreign trade reports
Here is a menu-planning
tip from UK Extension foods
specialists. Take a critical
look at each food you plan to
serve, asking yourself these
questions. Ill How does its
price compare with those of
other foods of equal nutri-
tional value that could replace
It in the meal? (2) Will you;
family eat and enjoY it? 13)
Do you have the time anti
skill to prepare it?
In the past decade, according
to records, the annual number
of forest fires caused by hu-
mans in the United States has
jumped from an estimated 74,-
000 to 110,000.
indicate that the Soviets
purchased about .7.1 pillion
tons of grain that year, with
the lion's share of it coming
at 93.2 rubles per ton.. er
corn, the Soveits paid U.S.
firms 55.2 rubbles per ton, but
charged 70.1 tfibles per ton to
from the U.S.," Synder their cu,stomers.
reported. Soder stressed that he
"That same year, Russia straNn't being critical of selling
exported a total of 1-.0 njfl surplus grain to Russia.
tons of grain, and in the "But if a profit is to be made
processpicked up a handsome on our corn and wheat," he
$125 million profit,'' added, "it should be the U.S.,
Using the Ronian currency, not Russia, who gets it. After
Rossia pair the U.S. 77.4 all, as .the Soviets constantly
jublasprer ton for wheat, and remind us, we're the









A Steiger tractor is a very special tractor
Especially designed for getting the lob
done fast and efficiently Come in and
check over the features—test drive one.
if you like
See for yourself—big power, handling
ease and comfort There are nine models.
eight engine choices-210 up to 325 hp
Pressurized 2-door Safari cab is stand-
ard cn most models Heater/air condi-
tioner and AM/FM stereo radio anti tape
deck are standard too There's never
been a lineup of four-wheel-drive trac-
tort like the new Steiger tractors—Wild-
cat Bearcat. Cougar and Panther
Stop in and check out the big value in
four-wheel-drive tractors the Steiger
tractors





WE DON'T WORRY ABOUT COMPETITION
... WE ARE THE COMPETITION! 
EXPERIENCE-6 MECHANICS ON DUTY AU WEEK!
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO
OPEN Al 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PRONE 1414010 PHONE 153-1452 Af1ER 5 PM





First Chianina Production Sale
Saturday • 1:00 P.M.
SEPTEMBER 18
at the farm
$ *pad, d **••••••41
Sedalia, Kentucky
ti" four years of selective breeding, we ere proud to offer the
renewing selection from our herd of over 1000 Chavrna:
PatnEd -so(SMUIAL KoNCH:// le 52 Full blood 
LOTS SELL
• 2 Full blood bulls (both serviceable age)
WOO a.m. to • 22 Bred three-quarter Chianina fematet'
110 p.s. • 18 Open three-quarter Chianina females
Join for Chianina .65 Three-quarter Chianina calf pairs
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Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
NOTICE-Dill Electric is






shirt with any pair of
jeans bought this week.




























































11 Armed con •
hidt
16 Mollified
18 Recent 32 Small rug
20 Title of 36 Short slim
2 rnt6ct 38 Atticsac. 41 Become
23 Lubricator
25 Mon I morn
nickname 6416,
21 Pasaargeway 43 Cm's'
28 C.00k in 45 Instruction
Oven 47 Speck
30 Sink in midi 490041
die 52 Direction










































requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
PTLY /N CASE OF AN
ERROR











sell or buy Watkins and















Apply in person. Six
miles South of Murray
on Highway 641.
NEED SOMEONE to
babysit with one school_
at" child in miliiime,N
and do light
housekeeping. Hours 2-







per week, plus auto
expense bonies.
Tremendous future if









THE QOE MAAM 7
 1 IF YOU
DONfT PAY BACK
THAT QUARTER YOU








AnieTER YOU WAS FOOLIN. ME.
3OU'RE NOT GOIN'
RIGHT. ViIit GC )N
5Wt WAIN&
BACK TO SNORE.

















NOW WOOLD 17 BE iF 1
WENT OUT THE DOOR ANC




Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
SERVICE STATION - 4
pumps, 2 storage tanks,
land, building. On High-
way 67 Mo. city terms.
Byerfinder, Sikeston,
Mo.
If you may -
• want your own
ust dootwolIng-









You con Moo your oven Oecorohno
damning aran 0. anaaraory no robot
OCOP,On oncl 0 000 no doge, Mon
ono - YOU - wan o Decorohno Coe"
',Dooms.
to turn your good los* o
i000Wi busanom Goring me hOUri YOU
Ch001* CON 1.4 MN ir grv• you corn
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14. Want To Buy
-LATE MODEL used 7 ft.
pickup disc. Also metal
Martin box and metal
Sparrow trap. Call
Edwin Parks, 4354347.
WANTED - good used
Minolta body. SR-T100
or SR-T101. Call Frank
Gonzales 753-1919 or 753-
2374.
15. Articles for Sale
MORGAN PORTABLE
heavy duty storage
building. 10' x 40' also
can be finished inside




blized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
ASHLEY WOOD stove,
$125. Childs bed, $20.
Sears dryer, $35. Call
436-2383.
MURRAY COAL AND Ice
Service, 408 South 4th is
now ready to make
prompt delivery of your
winter coal. We also
have the finest supply of
red and yellow delicious
and red gold apples to
fill your hl-ders, large or
small. Call 753-1813.
MUST GO complete stock
of electric wiring,
material and tools. See
Brandon DW at Dill






Beagle pups, $5.00 each.
See after 5:30 at 1208
South 16th.







and file cabinets. Over
50 selections of 4x8
paneling from $2.75 to
$7.00 per sheet, 4x8
exterior siding at $6.40.
459 exterior siding at
$7.20. Ross & Tuck
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
Tn. 38237. Phone 587-
3000.





beds, $50. 23 channel CB
and antenna, $75. Call
753-4981.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
ASPHALT blacktop
patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple St.
14 STORM, windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon












-mi1es Nor t 
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to




and Service, 500 Maple










and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-621-
3892 or 3742.
1971 CHEVROLET
Tandem truck with 18 ft.
grain bed and twin hoist.
Phone 753-7108 or 489-
2300.
1956 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton farm truck, flat bed,




SIX FOOT, 6 inch grain
auger with 1 h.p. motor,
new condition. $135. Call
436-2149.
1956 INTERNATIONAL
farm truck, good con-
dition. Stake bed with
sideboards, good hay or
bean truck. Call 753-0123
days, 753-7699 nights.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





your pickup to a Tri-Star
gooseneck grain trailer
from Agri-Products. 350
bushel bed, 20 ton hoist,
floatation tires. $1,000
off Call 753-2958.
45 JOHN DEERE com-
bine, good condition.
With or without corn
header. 17 ft. 6 in.
Tuffline fold up disc. Set
of five 16 International
plows. Call 753-4487 or
753-6779.
MAYRATH AUGER, 55ft.
8 in. P. T. 0. Latest
model, hardly used. Call
345-2794, Farmington.
TWO 1972 CHEVROLET 2
ton trucks. C-60 Series,
1972 Chevrolet C-60
tractor, 1969 Chevrolet
tractor G,60, 1971 Ford
two ton F-600. 1972 Gls4C
1/2 ton enclosed van. Call
354-6304.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463. 1 ,
20 Sports Equipment
1975 17' HYDRA SPORT
bass boat. 115 h. p.
Evinrude. All the ex-
tras. Call 753-3909 after 5
p. m.
GIRLS 24" Switin blue
and white. $25. Also
extra nice tape player, 2




















guitar. 31/2' x 7' pool
table with accessOries.
Call 753-8560 or 354-6392.
CONRAD'S PIANOS +
organs, Kimball and










Plastie put under house.
























regular 89.50, 48.50 Twin
size-48.50 full 58.50. Call
1-443-7323.
65 11. P. MERCURY
power trim tachometer,
controls and cables. new
engine, factory
warranty. 28 mm wide
Anglo lens and closeup
rings, for 35 mm
camera. 20 gallon





niade.any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7321.
26 TV Radio
CLOSE OUT ON ALL 76
Zenith T.V.s. New 77
models on sale. Sisson's
T.V. Sales and Service,









CHR-3 35 8 track
recorder. $300. Call 753-
8449.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1968 CHEVF3-LF 12 x 60.
Call 492-8330 after 5 p.m.
EXTRA NICE 1973 12 x52
2 bedroom mobile home.
With or without fur-
niture. Call 753-7855.
1973 64 x 24 Double wide
trailer, central heat and
air, carpet throughout





WE BUY used mobile




1972 12 x 60 2 Bedroom
furnished washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
6275 or 753-7302.
28. Heating & Cooling
140,000 ETU Sears por-
table space heater. For













heat and air. $60 per
month. Call 436-2427.
31. Want To Rent
YOUNG COUPLE- with
one child would like
house or trailer with 2
car garage or workshop.
Contact Mike at 753-
8730.






753-5865 days or 753-







college girls. Pismo 753-
3101 or 753-5565
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT,
young women, 1' block
from Campus. $40.00 per
month plus deposit. Call
753-9846.








HOUSE, 407 South llth




36. Fo, Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE -2 business
buildings at 603-607









dog. Four, years old.
stylish. Bondhu line




Will accept best offer.
Call 753-0493.
38. Pets Supplies
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very





September 14, 15, 16. &W
6.709 Goodman. Lots of
clothing:
RUMMAGE SALE and
Bake sale. St. John
Episcopal Church, 1620
West Main. Saturday,
September 18, 9:00 a.m.-
4:00 p.tn. Lots of good




Highway 94 East. 3
bedroom, .; baths brick .
home wfth- carport,
electric wall heat, wall-
to-wall carpeting, and '
built-in range. Extra
large lot has its own well (--v.
and septic tank. 6' x 8' t
storage building. For :41;.•
more details, call 753- :"
8080 or come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
Estate.-
43. P.1a1 rstAte
DO YOU WANT to live in
one of the finest lake
subdivisions? Whether
you want to buy and
build now or build later,
now is the time to buy
one or more of these
choice lots on Kentucky
Lake at Cedarling Hills,
next to Lakeway
Shores.Call Gay Spann
Realty to get all details
about these beautifully
wooded lots priced from
$1690, 901 Sycamore,
753-724.
LOT FOR sale on Lake
Barkley with paved st.,
phone service, elec-
tricity and city water.
9095.00 call days 522-8902
or nights 753-1742 or 753-
4060, terms available.
175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop_
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom







St., Murray, 753-0101 or
753-7531.





Across from Post Office.
OWNER WANTS OFFER
on this new 3 bedroom,
1/2 bath home with
central heat and air, and
attached garage.
Located 8 miles Nor-
thwest of Murray on
large lot with garden-
area. Priced at only
$16,500 and owner
anxious to sell. Phone
KOPFERUD
REALTY,753-1222 for an
appointment to see this
home.
FIVE ,ROOM HOME on
large lot located in
Kirksey. Older frame
home in good condition
but needs some han-
dyman redecoration. :
Several outbuildings .
arid a variety of lovely •
trees on this lot. This is
an excellent opportunity
to own a fine home at a
very reasonable price. -
Priced in mid teens and
owner wants a fast sale.
Phone KOPPERUD





acreage for sale by
owner. 16 acres with 600
feet of- County Road
frontage - $600 per acre
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
access lot - $400 per
acre. Small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the •
Buyer. For directions to




















































































division at Junction of
Highway East 94 and
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13,4 baths. Central
heat and air. Carpeting
throughout. Good
location. Phone 753-7857
46 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
OWNER MOVING - 3
bedroom, kitchen,
dining room, all built-
ins, electric heat and
air, laundry room and
large bath. Call 489-2116
after 6 p.m.
31Le .4:16h.E1310
46. Homes For Sale
ROBERTS
REALTY-your leader
in sales for 1976 needs
your listings. Call 753-
1651, if you are in-
terested in selling your
property.
47. Motorcycles
1976 750 HONDA, 1100
miles. Has Harley
wheels, Windjammer
Three and sissy bar.
$1800. Call 437-4292.
1973- HONDA CB 350.FOUR BEDROOM brick, Good *condition, 4500.2.6 acres. With 18 x dB 7534561
barn, 3 miles from town. 
$30,000. Call 753-7620.
1275 HONDA 750. $1250.
Call 753-5744HOUSE BY OWNER, 4
bedroom brick, dining
room, central heat and





heat and air, 2 baths,
built-in appliances. Call
753-77M.
Is Now The Dealer




Limited to materiel it itOCk.
Cash and Cary Only.


























and waxed. $25. Free
pickup and delivery.
Call 753-5606.
49.Used Cars & Trucks
1965 CHEVROLET
pickup. $300 or best offer
by September 15. Call
436-2227.
WTI ELECTRA BLIICK
all power, low nuleage




stereo tape, 40,000 miles.
Excellent condition.
Phone 527-9959.
1973 PLYMOUTH, 2 door
hardtop. Call 753-1979.
1976 MIONT'E CARLO.
Silver with burgundy top
and interior. Bucket
seats plus all extras.
Call 753-0123 before 5,
after 5753-6266.
1971 DODGE VAN, new
tires, mag wheels,
chrome side pipes.
Paneled. $2500. Call 753-
0579 after 6 p.m.
NEW 1975 DODGE 1)400,
2 ton truck. 900 tires,
7,000 pound front axle.
17,000 pound rear axle.
Call 753-4652 or 753-8295
after 5 p. m.
1971 MAVERICK, good
tires. New battery.
$475. Can be seen at 1404
Poplar, or call 753-5238
after 5 p.m.
2.974 VEGA Hatchback, 4
speed, air, radio. One
owner, low mileage,
$1500 or best offer. See
at 600 South 16th.
1970 OPAL KADET, good
condition. $425. Call 437-
4371.
1970 GREMLIN - 6 eye.
straight shift. Rocket
wheels and white letter
tires. $700.00. Phone 354-
6217.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1969 FALCON FUTURA
Sport coupe. Red with









1968 CHEVROLET 2 toe
grain bed truck. Call
753-0412.










sleeps 6. $895.00. Call
753-7585 after 4 p.m.
TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Services Offered
CUSTOM SPLIT  rail
fencing: oak rails, stone
base. Call 901-247-5569
for free survey and
estimate.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For


















DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
K AND H Repair Center.






Call 753-3323. Open 8
a.m.-4 p.m.







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
NOTICE
The Grain Companies of Murray, Ky. wish to notify the Corn Producers of
this area that effective Tuesday, September 14, 1916 we will not accept corn
higher than 23 per cent moisture until further notice.
This action is necessary because the higher moisture corn reduces the speed of
drying and requires ihoto-natural gas. The corn crop is nearly three times larger
than normal and as we are also hampered by a shortage of rail transportation. We
will greatly appreciate your cooperation during this period and we will be happy to
run moisture tests for you. For further information contact:
Farmers Grain Co. 753-3404
Farris Grain Co. 753-3462





exterior by the hour or







INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and coolieg

























and table tops; and also
aluminum storm doors








K AND H REPAIR. 94
East. Phone 753-3325.
We buy, sell and repair
appliances and mowers.
NOW OPEN Lyon's Tire
Service, 10 miles East of
Murray on Highway 94.
Next to Morris Grocery.
New and used tires.
Mechanic on duty
Monday-Saturday, inn
p.m.-10 p.m. Sunday, 8
a.m.-10 p.m. Call 474-
8855.
CUSTOM BULLDOZING.
For all your excavating
needs, see or call L. W.











experienced in lawn and
garden care, ' wishes




from 8:30 to 2 p. in. 4










doors. Paver tile and






Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street. Across from Hi-
Burger.
ELECTROLUX SALES




home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




gutters installed per you
specifications. Call
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7016.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Bury
'Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and










and roofs sealed. Call























ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
KIRBY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.










cookies for any special
occasion. Call 753-0763.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior, new and old
work, with years of back
experience, free
estimates. Cal/ 437-4534.
53 Feed And Seed
WHEAT STRAW for sale
280 on Pottertown Road.











Jim Adams Food liners
AUCTION
Friday, September 17, At 11 A. M.
- FORMERLY THE SAM DOWNS PROPERTY -
Located aear Barkley Lodge estraace 400' of Hwy. 68, 6 miles west of Cadiz,
Ky., or 3 Riles east of Barldey Labe, less than 5 mlaries to golf coarse, marfaa &
Barkley Lodge.
86 ACRES TO BE OFFERED IN 1 TRACTS, 714EN COMBINED
TRACT 1.12 beautiful evaded acres.witli NB length road frontage oa out side.
TRACT 2- 74 grecs geady rolling acres, satiable for cattle, farming or home sites.
TERMS: 20% dowa; balance up to 3 years.
OWNERS: Back & Jean Wilson
Sale By: Thomas White & Sons
AUCTION & REALTY
Only Available Tract Near Lodge Entrance
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1301 Chestnut - Murray, Ky.







Prices start at $386.00.
Complete, floored,
ready to use.
Large stock to choose
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Word has been received of
the death of Robert L. Mason,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died at a hospital in
Detroit; Mich., on Monday,
September 6.
Survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Perry Winslow of
Detroit, Mich., with whom he
made his home, and Mrs.
Gladys Dunn, also of Detroit;
one brother, Loyd Mason of
Paducah.
Funeral services were held
in Detroit with burial in the
Roseland Cemetery at
Berkley, Mich., with Orvis K.
Wilson, John C. Cain, Perry
M. Cain, Sam Martin, Neal




The funeral services for
Mrs. Zelma Frields Rickman
were held Saturday at two p.
m. at the chapel of the
Jackson Funeral Home.
Dukedom, Tenn., with Bro.
Don Kester and Bro. Eric
Caldwell officiating. Burial
was in the Morgan Cemetery
near Palmersville, Tenn.
.Mrs. Rickman, age 79.,-Iiied
Thurly at 1:30 p.m. at the
home f a son, Johnny Rick-
man, Murray. Her husband,
James C. Rickman, died May
14, 1976. She was a member of
the Old Zion Hill Church of
Christ.
Survivors are two
daughters, Mrs. Joe Morton of
Murray and Mrs. Cecil Davis
of Dukedom, Tenn.; four sons,
Johnny, Hayden, and Robert





The funeral for Jeff Hays of
Sedalia Route One was held
Saturday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the Roberts Funeral
Home with Bro. James
Shockley officiating. Burial
was in the Cuba Church of
Christ Cemetery.
Mr. Hays, age 63, died
Wednesday at his home. He
was a bridge maintenance
foreman for the state highway
department and a member of
the Cuba Church of Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Virginia Cameron Hays; two
brothers, John of Mayfield
Route One and Norman of
Warren, • Mich.; four sisters,
Mrs. Jack Harpe of Cuba,
Mrs. Flavil Yates of Lone
Oak, Mrs. Andrew Padula of
Westport, Conn., and Mrs. Hal





Funeral services for Don
Labe Fuqua of 203 North 17th
Street, Murray, were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev.
Johnson Easley officiating.
Gus Robertson, Jr., was




George Ed ( Pete) Waldrop;
Joe Johnston, Steve Andrus,
and Bill Geurin. Burial was in
the Murray Memorial Gar-
dens.
Mr. Fuqua, age 42, died
Saturday at 12:05 a. m. at the
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. He was a member of
the First United Methodist
Church, Murray, and was
employed with the Wabash
Door Company, Memphis,
Term., before his illness in
June when he returned to
Murray. Born August 7, 1934,
in Graves County, he was the
son of Marshall Fuqua who
died January 3, 1969, and Mrs.
Artis Hill Fuqua, who sur-
vives.
The survivors include two
sons, Mark and Chris Fuqua,
Memphis, Tenn.; mother,
Mrs. Artis Fuqua, 203 North
17th Street, Murray; one
sister, Mrs. William (Julia)
Crago, Owensboro; one




Rites Held Sunday Mrs. Christensen's
For B. C. Allbritten Funeral Services
The funeral for B. C.
Allbritten, co-owner of Steele
& Allbritten Plumbing and
Electric Company, was held
Sunday at three p. m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. James
A. Fisher, Sr., and Dr. David
Roos officiating and Mrs.
Richard Farrell as organisL_
Active pallbearers were
Dwain, James Thomas,
Charles, and John Paul
Nesbitt, 0. B. Boone, Jr., and
Jimmy Boone, all nephews.
Honorary pallbearers were
Earl Steele, Richard Woods,
John Ed Johnson, James
Herndon, Pete Hulse, James
Boyd Buchanan, Sam
Calhoun, W. A. Lyons, L. D.
Flora, Charlie Cositello,
Charles Reed, Earl Nanny,
Dan Workman, Dennis Woods,
Alrnous Steele, J. R. Mahan,
and H. M. Shipp. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Allbritten, age 58, died
Friday at 9:30 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born July 19, 1918,
he was the son of the late Rudy
Allbritten and Eula Shroat
Allbritten.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Nell Nesbitt Allbritten, 208 S.
Cherry, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Paula
Holliday, and one grand-
daughter, Leslie Elizabeth
Holliday, Henderson; one
sister, Mrs. Dorothy Boone,
Murray; five brothers, James
Rudy and Joe H. of Murray,
Eddie of Louisville, Eugene
(Skippy) of Plains, Texas, and
George Robert of San Jose,
Calif.
Joe C. Walters,
Final rites for Mrtrall/ffth--- •
Lowry of 1315 Olive
Boulevard, Murray, were held
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at the Women Dies Friday
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr.
Bogard Dunn officiating and
Mrs. Richard Farrell as
organist.
Pallbearers were Dr.
Donald Hughes, John Rowlett,
Dr. John C. Winter, Dr. Alfred
Wolfson, Dr. Donald Clemens,
and Dr. Forrest Pogue. Burial
was in • the Pleasant Hill
Cemetery in Caldwell County.
Mrs. Lowry died Thursday
at 8:45 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was a retired teacher,
most recrntly from Paducah
Community College.
Survivors are her husband,
Dr. C. S. Lowry; one
daughter, Mrs. Richard
Graves, Houston, Texas; four
sisters, Mrs. R. P. Jones and
Miss Mae Jones, Paducah,
Mrs. Ted Combs, Benton, and
Mrs. Don Dameron, Detroit,
Mich.; two brothers, Paul
Jones, Lexington, and Carey




by William M. Boydke.). The average American family
finds it necessary to borrow
money about once in every three
years.. for travel, medical ex-
penses or other emergency.
We're always happy to consult with you on money mat-
ters and recommend the right kind of loan to meet your
needs.
PEOPLES./B.A.NX
If Int TIATC7e IT.
-
Member FDIC
is THINK ABOUT IT.
By KENNETH IMES
It seems ages ago, but do you recall Astronaut John
Glenn's TV press conference following his first orbital
flight? When asked if he said a special prayer before
his journey into space, he replied, "No."..Maybe you
remember how he said, in effect, religion was a daily
habit with him, not something to be turned on or off like
a water faucet when needed.
His statement is worth remembering...Any
clergyman will tell you it is never too late to turn to
religion, even in times of turmoil or stress. And, have
you ever noticed those who have happy, confident,
every day smiles are usually those who adhere to their
beliefs in every day living?
Some call it prayer in time. Because time never stan-
ds still, it is worth remembering that in any one's life
time, it is never too late...





Mrs. Mary Christensen of
513 Beale Street, Murray, died
Saturday at 4:40 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She had residin
Murray for the past twenty
years having moved here
from Chicago. Ilk 
The Murray woman was a
member of the First United
Methodist Church, Murray,
and of an Eastern Star
Chapter in Chicago, Ill. Born
in Chicago, Ill., she was the
daughter of the late Curtis
Larsen and Jensena Bran-
dersline Larsen.
Mrs. Christensen is sur-
vi..ed by one daughter, Mrs.
Flavil ( Lillian) Robertson, 211
South 13th Street, Murray;
two brothers, Victor Larsen,
Chicago, Ill., and Richard
Larsen, Clearwater, Fla.;
two granddaughters, Mrs.
Michael ( Rosetta ) Todd and
Miss Lesa Robertson,
Murray; two grandsons, Paul
Robertson, Murray, and John
Robertson, Nashville, Term.;
two great grandchildren,
Casey Robertson and Mary
Ann Todd. One grand-
daughter, Karen Ann
Robertson, is deceased.
The funeral is being held
today at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Dr. James
A. Fisher and Rev. Grandville
Courtney officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist and
soloist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Danny Ross, Gerald Alder-
dice, J. T. Laws, Bennie
George, Calvin Todd, and Pat
Wilkins. Burial will be in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Joe Cherry Walters, father
of Mrs. Hunter Love and Mrs.
Clifford Garrison of Murray,
died Friday at nine p. m. at
the Maury County Hospital,
Columbia, Term.
He was 86 years of age and a
resident of the Water Valley
community near Santa Fe,
Tenn. The deceased was a
retired farmer, a member of
the Tennessee Farm Bureau
and Water Valley Community
Club, and was the oldest
member of the Santa Fe
Baptist Church. Born in
Maury County, Term., he was
the sort of the late Evan
Walters and Sarah Jane
Youngerman Walters.
Survivors are his wife,,Mrs.
Minnie Lewis Walters, Santa
Fe, Tenn.; five daughters,
Mrs. Love and Mrs. Garrison
of Murray, Mrs. Curry
Godwin of Fairhope, Ala.,
Mrs. Roscoe ,?adgett of Nash-
ville, Tenn., and Mrs. Wilburn
Hastings of Shelbyville,
Term.; two sons, Harold of
Water Valley, Term., and




Funeral services were held
Sunday at 2:30 p. m. at the
chapel of the Williams
Funeral Home, Columbia,
Term., with Rev. Boyd L,eCroz,
Rev. J. Lowell Knupp, and
Rev. E.P. Boyett officiating.
Nephews served as
pallbearers and burial was in
the Santa Fe Cemetery.
Harry I. Sledd's
Rites Held Here
The funeral services for
Harry I. Sledd of 704 Poplar
Street, Murray, were held
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill




Lindsey, James Parker, A. W.
Simmons, Jr., James Swann,
and Felix Dunn. Burial was in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Sledd, age 83, died
Thursday at 3:45 p.m. at the
Murray Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
Murray Postmaster and a
former clothing store owner
here. He was a member of the
First Baptist Church and
active in Boy Scouts and the
American Legion.
His wife, Mrs. Fannie Mae
Hinton Sledd, died September
9, 1973.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Max Olson, Atlanta, Ga.;
one sister, Mrs. Ed Diguid,
and one brother, W. T. Sledd,
Murray; two granddaughters,
Mrs. Eric Thomas and Mrs.





Mrs. Mattie D. Huffman
died Sunday at 8:30 a. m. at
the Henry County Nursing
Home, Paris, Term. She was 84
years of age and a resident of
510 Dunlap, Paris, Term.
The deceased, a retired
school teacher, was married
in 1914 to James Carsey
Huffman who died July 21,
1957 She was a member of the
First Baptist Church, Paris,
Term. Born December 16, 1891,
in Henry County, she was the
daughter of the late John W.
and Elizabeth Corner
Derrington.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Hafford ( Elizabeth) On
of Hazel; two sons, James D.
Huffman, Perla, Tenn., and
Rev. John Carsey Huffman,
Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
Blanche Patton, Elwood,
Kans., Mrs. Alma Hastings,
Mansfield, Term., and Mrs.
Gladys Grizzell, Memphis,
Tenn.; five grandchildren; six
great grandchildren.
Funeral, services will be
held today at four p. rn. at the
chapel of the McEvoy Funeral
Home, Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Carroll Owen officiating.
Burial will be in the Memorial
Cemetery at Paris, Tenn.
Physicians Concerned About
Health Care Shortage For
Eastern Kentucky's Infants
WHITESBURG, Ky. (AP)
— The intensive care unit for
infants at the University of
Kentucky's Albert B. Chan-
dler Medical Center in
Lexington is being overtaxed,
and, as a result, babies from
eastern Kentucky are suf-
fering,' according to some
doctors.
Because of the - space
shortage at the 17-bed UK
neonatal clinic, physicians are
growing., increasingly con-
cerned about a shortage of
health care facilities for
eastern Kentucky infants.
The most obvious
ramification of this shortage,
doctors say, is that babies
needing immediate treatment
must be brought from eastern
Kentucky to hospitals in
Knoxville, Louisville or
Cincinnati.
And, it appears, one of these
alternatives may soon be
eliminated. Officials at the
University of Tennessee
hospital in Knoxville have told
doctors here and in nearby
areas that their neonatal
intensive care unit can no
longer accept babies from
Kentucky.
"I think it's Kentucky's
responsibility to take care of
Kentucky's babies," said Dr.
Mary Woodring, a staff






A revival meeting is in
progress at the Goshen United
Methodist Church at Stella,
and will continue through
Friday evening with
preaching services at 7:30
p.m.
Prayer groups will be
meeting each evening at 7:00
p.m. On Friday evening there
will be a fellowship potluck





Dr. Ken Wolfe Will
Speak Wednesday
At UCM Luncheon




Decision Making" will take
place on September 15. Dr.
Ken Wolf, associate professor
of history at MSU, will speak
on the topic "Realism and
Rhetoric."
Wolf, on Murray State's
Faculty since 1969, was a
member of the Ad Hoc Tenure
Cominittee in 1974 and 1975.
Last' year he served as
chairman of Committee A of
AAUP and currently is ser-
ving on the University
Graduate Studies Committee.
His M.A. and Ph.D. were
earned at the University of
Notre Dame and his interests
include European intellectual
history as well as the history
of religion. Wolf is one of the
faculty participating in the
religious studies program at
MSU.
The United Campus
Ministry is located at 202 N.
15th Street next door to the
University Bookstore. Cost of
the plate lunch is 81 25 but
those who wish only to listen to
the discussion are welcome.







quarterly meeting of the
Purchase-Pennyrile District
Agency Committee has had to
be cancelled,- according to
President Ray Mofield of
Murray State University.
Efforts to arrange a
program with officials of the
Tennessee Tombigbee Water-
way Commission did not work
out due to conflicts in
schedules.
However, Z. Enix of
Murray, Board Member of the
Waterway group, has
promised a complete and
more definitive program for
the quarterly session on
November 15.
Ken-Bar Inn at Gilbertsville
will be the scene for the 9:30
a.m. gathering which will
conclude with a luncheon and
business session. All members
are urged to attend and guests
are welcome, Mofield said.
she said it is much more
desirable to treat sick infants
from eastern Kentucky at the
University of Kentucky's
Albert B. Chandler Medical
Center in Lexington.
However, an infant is turned
away from the UK facility
every day because of the
space shortage, says Dr.
Douglas Cunningham,
director of UK's neonatal unit.
The UK facility is supposed
to serve the needs of infants
from eastern Kentucky, while
the 60-bed neonatal unit in
Louisville shared- by Norton-
Children's Hospital and
General Hospital is sup-
posed to serve the western
portion.
The state Department for
Human Resources says
there's enough money
available to add eight beds at
the UK facility — work to add
four of these should begin by
the end of the month — but
Cunningham says UK needs at
least 45 beds.
Like Dr. Woodring, Cun-
ningham says the state should
assume responsibility for
filling Kentucky's infant care
needs.
In the meantime, he says,
the UK clinic must maintain a
strict admission policy.
Nevertheless, Cunningham
says, "For us to do the job
with 17 beds when we Reed 45




Meta of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray. are as follows'
lieublein Inc. ... , ... -%
McDonalds Corp IS% 
.04
Ponderosa Systems 7% Al
Kimberly Clark 363i MC
Union Carbide 35+44
W. R. Grace 27 +V.
Texaco 27% unc
General Dec 54% +%
GAF Corp 14 +%





Franklin Mint 34% +%
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger h
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows
Industrial Avg +.75
Altos 3204-04
Amer. Motors 4% one




Gen.  6604 -%
=am 51% -1
Gen. Tire 23% -%
Goodrich Mui i-04
Gulf Oil 27% uric
Pennwalt 33% unc
Quaker Oats WE -%
Republic Steel. 35% use
Singer 21 me.,
Tappan PS +%
Western Union Mks +1
Zenith 32841%;+41
In the oceans there are great
"rivers" called ocean currents.
The Gulf Stream is the largest
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Eat the food that won the West.












coot over to Jerry's every Wednesday
night for the food the West loved
best.
I y
I Choose from two sizes of choice steak.








eat, you may win a prize to keep Like a
1977 Ford Rit.to or other prizes Register
























GOURMET Z I N E 

























IN HANNAN SHOPPING PLAZA
at Lone Oak Road & Highway 62
